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hen it comes to the retail
technology space, it
is assumed that retail
merchants have lost their position
to technology. I am not inclined
to agree with it, particularly for
the Indian market. I feel that
retail, whether offline or online,
can only survive on the basis of
the quality of the product and the
service offered by the merchant or
the brand. Technology is merely
another channel for selling products.
Eventually, what will sell most in the
digital domain is the product that
is either pushed heavily through an
advertising and promotion exercise
on the Flipkarts and Amazons of the
world or the product that has been
tried and tested by the consumer and
re-ordering is the only criterion for
purchase.
There could not have been a better
year than 2017 for the perspective
and clarity it brought to the retail
and e-retail industry. Zara’s online
foray on its own steam provided a big
insight into using such brand power.
Abof.com’s closure was a lesson on
why large-sized retail organisations
should not think like a startup.
Overall, technology has
contributed immensely to the retail
sector’s success, both in brickand-mortar stores and online. Our
technology special issue highlights

the top trends and technology
predictions in the coming year to
help retailers align IT spending
with the evolving customer
needs. Besides, it has the hottest
technologies that can give retailing
a boost, various case studies for
transforming in-store experience,
big data, what’s next in mobile
applications and the aspect of
security. Also, we have a pool of
leading CIOs who have commented
on the most disruptive retail
technologies in the world.
Our cover story in this issue is
about this young global retailer and
entrepreneur who spearheads the
Tablez retail group in the Middle
East and feels assured about
the scope and potential that the
Indian market holds for building a
significant brick-and-mortar model
for growth. In a personal interaction
with him, what I noticed was his
thought clarity about how every
country and channel is different;
you have to learn to adapt and
grow. In the end, nothing is more
important than a BPO (the brand
and the people behind it and the
opportunities they create in tandem).
This issue also has some interesting
facts on omnichannel retail, which
has transformed the retail segment
all across world.
Happy Retailing!

RITU MARYA
editor@franchiseindia.com
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“ABOF IS FASHION ORIENTED
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Brian
Bade, CEO,
Reliance
Digital
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Retail Enabler
“NEXT 5 YEARS WILL
BE TRANSFORMATIONAL
IN RETAIL”- BS NAGESH,

CHAMPIONING
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How Brian Bade, Reliance Digital has challenged every
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Indian cosmetics market: A new
dawn for global brands
Betting high on the phenomenal growth
foreseen ahead in the Indian beauty and
grooming business, product quality,
durability and brand value are prime
differentiating factor for an international
brand’s success in the country.

India to be
potential market for
Licensing Industry
Martin Brochstein of LIMA
Worldwide talks about
the advantages of LIMA
membership for a licensee of
a licensor operating in India.

When is a brand ready
to franchise?
Franchising is always
considered as the biggest
medium to grow the brand
when it is ready to cross the
geographical boundaries. But
are you franchise ready?
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A Destination
Mall
It is rightly said malls are
being reinvented from traditional shopping destinations
to multi-sensory, socially
shared event spaces offering
a great blend of leisure,
entertainment, food and
experience. It’s interesting
to know how Ambience Mall
is upping the ante.
Deepak Chawla, Delhi
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maximum traction in ongoing
festive season?
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Comments on IndianRetailer.com
E-Commerce Paving Its Way Further into the
Hinterlands of India
It’s interesting to read why e-com companies are now expanded
their reach to Tier II and III cities.
Tulika Chaddha, Mumbai

Why Diwali 2017 is not happening for retailers?
There is huge slump not only in sales but footfalls as well.. the
question is why..? The article is an insightful one.
Payal Khurana, Delhi
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News feature

Festive overview

SHOP TILL
YOU DROP

With e-commerce companies like Amazon,
Flipkart, Paytm Mall and others lining up huge
festival sales, consumers will be spoilt for
choices this season. It’s time to make the most of
the offers, suggests Shwetha Satyanarayan

A

s the countdown begins for the festive season sale,
it’s raining offers in the high decibel war zone of
e-commerce platforms. Although top gunners like
Amazon and Flipkart dominate the show every year,
it will be a different story this time around with Paytm Mall
and ShopClues also fiercely competing in the season sale.
Interestingly, smaller players like Crafstvilla, LimeRoad and
Voonik are also offering festive discounts, combo offers, and
cash-back at par with their giant peers.
While Amazon has announced its ‘Great Indian Festival
Sale’ from September 21-24, it has gone a step ahead and
is launching a pre-sale on September 20. The early sale will
begin at 12 noon, a day prior to the big sale. Amazon, which
will compete with other players such as Flipkart, Myntra and
Jabong during the ‘Big Billion Day’ sale on the same days,
is leaving no stone unturned to race to the
top. While Paytm has not yet announced its
big sale dates, ‘Maha Bharat Diwali Sale’ by
Shopclues will be a week-long event, starting September 21, and Snapdeal will have
its festive sale from September 20-25.

can e-giant even has exclusive tie-ups with
manufacturers to provide seamless service.
Fashion e-retail Myntra has announced that
it will reveal the sale prices on September 19
at 9 pm and the festival sale will begin from
midnight.
ShopClues, which is offering a flat 5080% discount on its products across various
categories like home and kitchen, electronics
and accessories, and fashion and lifestyle,
has maintained that it is considering some
exclusive launches in the smartphone category at a price point of Rs 3,000-5,000. This
will be open from September 21-29. Paytm
Mall, which will enter the season sale for
the first time this year, has a wide range of
discounts on clothing, electronics, home and
kitchen, and other categories. It has maintained that the app features 1,000 brand
stores and 15,000 brand-authorised retailers
selling over 65 million products.

AN UPWARD SPIRAL
According to a study conducted by RedSeer
Management Consulting, while India’s ecommerce companies had generated gross
sales of USD 2.2 billion (Rs 14,000 crore)
during the 2016 festive season, it is expected
to reach USD 4.9 billion by 2020. The study
also indicates that Flipkart remains the most
trusted online brand while Flipkart and Amazon have the best value and provide a great
buying experience. Other players like Paytm,
Snapdeal, ShopClues and Ebay have followed
the order in the ‘Indian E-tailing Leadership
Index’ study.

OFFERS GALORE
From offering free fast delivery, buy-back to
no-cost EMI and cash-back offers through
selected banks, the e-commerce sites are
giving it all. In a first of its kind, Flipkart has
even announced EMIs on debit card apart
from the usual offers like no-cost EMIs,
product exchange, buy-back guarantee and
buy now pay later. Both Amazon and Flipkart have said that their sales could double
with the no-cost EMIs scheme.
In this cut-throat competition scenario,
both Paytm Mall and Flipkart have offered
up to 90% discounts during this season sale
while Amazon is hoping to rake in big bucks
from its electronics category. The Ameri-
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Festive sale

News feature

E-commerce

E-commerce: Bringing
new categories online
Apart from regular categories such as apparel, footwear and consumer
electronics categories such as online medicine, grocery are few newly
emerged segments which are fetching a lot of attention.
SHIPRA SRIVASTAVA

E

-commence is among the
fastest growing industries
in India. As per the study
done by Indian Institute
of eCommerce, by 2020 India is
expected to generate $100 billion
online retail revenue out of which
$35 billion will be through fashion
e-commerce. Online apparel sales
are set to grow four times in coming years. Let’s sneak peak on few
fastest growing categories in Indian
e-commerce space.

FASHION, CDIT AND BEAUTY
The fastest product categories moving online were apparel, footwear
and consumer electronics, which
have been the first categories to
migrate online globally.
As per the Euromonitor study,
In India, both categories have a
relatively high penetration rate of
online sales at 9.5 per cent and
15.0 per cent respectively in 2016.
The third fastest growth category
was beauty and personal care even
though its online penetration rate
is only 1.2 per cent. Despite this
low penetration rate, online beauty
specialists are cropping up to bring
this category online in India.
Nykaa.com, launched in 2012,
focuses on selling premium and
luxury cosmetics. It has been the
first to bring several international
brands into India and online, such
as MAC and Clinique. Besides, it
has stores in airports and malls. As
per the official statement by company, Nykaa is eyeing to open 30
offline stores across India by 2020.
Another retailer bringing beauty
and personal care products online

in India is Purplle.
com, which was
launched in 2011.
It is focused on hair
care products in
the mass / masstige
price segments.

A NEW SECTOR IN
E-COMMERCE IS
ONLINE MEDICINE,
SELLING ALTERNATIVE
OR PRESCRIPTION
MEDICINE ONLINE.

MEDICINE
A new sector in e-commerce is
online medicine, selling complementary and alternative medicine
or prescription medicine online.
There are no dedicated online pharmacy laws in India and it is permissible to sell prescription medicine
online with a legitimate license.
Mumbai-based start-up pharmeasy.
in is one of the largest pharmacy
aggregators in India. Recently, the
company has risen a Series B funding of $16 million in a round led
by Bessemer Venture Partners and
Orios Venture Partners.
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GROCERY

Online grocery came
in light when e-commerce giants such as
Flipkart and Amazon announced their
aggressive plans for
this segment. As per the
media reports Flipkart has
already taken a pilot programme
in Bengaluru, aiming to foray into
grocery segment and may expand it
to other places across the country.
On other hand, global e-commerce giant Amazon is poised
to expand its grocery category.
Currently, Amazon’s grocery and
pantry business is available in over
30 cities. The company is commited
to grow its grocery and food business, launch more categories and
products and forge alliances with
large offline grocery and supermarket chains.

News feature

F&B

FOOD TIME? ALL YOU
GOT TO DO IS CLICK!
Now, take a cab to Pizza Hut or just click a button on
your smartphone to enjoy your favourite KFC menu,
reports Shwetha Satyanarayan

O

pen. Click. Repeat. Getting your
favourite burger or
even a pizza on the
go is as simple as
clicking a button on
your phone. From
standing in serpentine queues
waiting for a table to just clicking
a button on your phone to take you
to your favourite pizza joint, the
food and beverage (F&B) industry
has undergone an amazing change.
While AliPay has introduced the
world’s first-of-its-kind service – facial recognition payment mode at a
KFC outlet in Hangzhou in China –
local counterparts here are proving
that they are not too far behind in
the race regarding technological
innovations.

INNOVATION TIME
If Yum! Brands’ iconic franchise
KFC has rolled out a ‘one-click
ordering system’, their pizza retail
chain, Pizza Hut, has joined hands
with Uber that will help customers take a cab ride to their nearest
pizza joint! Observing that such
innovations make ordering “food
fun”, Lluis Ruiz Ribot, CMO, KFC
India, states: “For instance, with
the One-Click we are creating a
whole new ordering experience in
the QSR category. This service is
providing impetus to our online or-

In fact, McDonald’s has introduced
a host of such consumer-centric
features.
As said earlier, Pizza Hut has
introduced a new initiative called
‘Uber it to Pizza Hut’. According to
the top pizza chain, the store locator feature on Pizza Hut app will
feature this facility so that customers across the country will be able
to avail a ride with Uber to reach
the nearest store. “The innovative
feature is yet another feather in
the cap for Pizza Hut in providing
seamless and enhanced customer
experience,” says Prashant Gaur,
Chief Brand Officer, Pizza Hut
India, adding, “Pizza Hut believes
in providing unique and innovative
experiences to its customers. The
‘Uber it to Pizza Hut’ campaign
aims to provide accessibility to customers so they can avail a hasslefree, quicker and an even more
enjoyable experience at Pizza Hut.”

der service.” The KFC hopes to link
its 2,000 loyal customers through
this unique service.
All that a customer has to do is
to load his or her favourite order
by connecting through Wi-Fi. The
response will be in the form of a
notification allowing the customer
to confirm or cancel the order.
If confirmed, the order will be
delivered within the specified time
limit. From snapping a selfie to
making payments, the technological revolution in the F&B industry
has become increasingly customerfriendly. Although the facial recogCUSTOMER IS KING
nition technology was introduced
Finally, it’s all about the customer.
to the world at IFA in Germany
For instance, McDelivery offers a
a few years ago, after sevseamless user interface (UI)
ALIPAY HAS
eral ‘avatars’ the now
for its delivery customadvanced payment
ers. Map integration alINTRODUCED
option is yet to make
lows customers to add
FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND
its debut in India.
their pin code on the
SERVICE – FACIAL
In the meantime,
map and know if they
RECOGNITION
the one-time orders
are in the delivery
PAYMENT MODE AT A
and one-click orders
service area. Aimed
are turning into a fad
at reducing the order
KFC OUTLET IN
among F&B retailers.
time for regulars, this
CHINA
For instance, undertech-enabled feature will
standing the need that the
help customers receive their
‘regulars’ at McDonald’s always
meals within a few minutes.
end up with the same combo meal
Comments Ranjit Paliath, Viceor stick to their favourite quick
President, Business Operations,
bites, the fast food chain has introHardcastle Restaurants, McDonduced a ‘no-repeat’ service on their
ald’s India (West and South), “We
McDelivery app, which means cuslaunched the McDelivery Services
tomers can go to the order history
(MDS) app with the objective of
page and click to repeat the order.
providing consumers who wanted
their food at their fingertips. In
fact, our web and mobile platforms
contribute over 55% sales of the
total McDelivery business for
McDonald’s (West and South). With
the revamped MDS app, we are
confident of connecting more than
ever with consumers and offering
them easy, personalised, and truly
useful features.”
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Expert speak

Emerging trends
KRISH IYER,
President and CEO,
Walmart India

Retail Sector is the
Driver of Consumption
Globally, consumers are connected with a variety of choices in terms of not
just the products and services but also the way they want to shop. And they
have high level of expectations in terms of the shopping experience.

O

ver the last three years,
the government has been
focusing on the ‘ease of
doing business’ – results
of which are now being seen on the
ground. As a foreign company, at
Walmart we are witnessing good
results and traction. For instance,
we used to take about 3.5 to 4 years
to open a store but now our next
store is going to open in about 27
months’ time. So a lot of time has
been shaved off. Having said that,
pre-construction licensing is still an
opportunity area and it is more to
do with the state government that
needs to work on it.
That is because given the challenges of the economy that revolve
around job creation, accelerating GDB growth, neutralising the
impact of demonetization and GST,
it is important that the gestation
period for opening a retail store as
well as the large format store is reduced still further. The second key
driver of growth in the long term is
demonetization coupled with GST.
We have seen that the April-June
GDP has dropped and I believe
July-September will be no different
considering the challenges we have
seen on ground in terms of informal
trade not merging with formal trade
with the required kind of alacrity.
However, the positive news is
that the small resellers are quickly
accepting the fact that GST registration is necessary. They are also
now open to digital payments and

THE RETAIL SECTOR IS THE DRIVER OF CONSUMPTION AND
CONSUMPTION IS THE DRIVER OF DEMAND, WHICH IN TURN
DRIVES MANUFACTURING AND THUS JOB CREATION.
greater level of transparency. And
we have seen growth in transaction
numbers as far as small businesses
are concerned. This is our major
goal as we serve the small businesses. It is the large wholesalers
who are taking a little longer to formalise their business but I am sure
that this too will happen soon.
The retail sector is the driver of
consumption and consumption is
the driver of demand, which in turn
drives manufacturing and thus job
creation. Meanwhile, investments
have been slow and it’s impor-
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tant to spur this factor on both the
domestic and foreign terms. Another
important aspect is infrastructure.
Significant investments are currently
underway in this segment. What is
currently needed is beefing up of
warehousing and logistics and GST
has created an opportunity to form
a country with borderless states by
way of trade. This will surely attract
investments in warehousing, logistics
and cold storage. It’s no longer necessary for retailers or FMCG companies to invest in warehouses. This
then is the trend of the future.

In-conversation

Ekaani’s retail partnership

Strengthening

luxury position
Ekaani has strengthened its presence in the luxury tableware market in India through
a retail partnership with Japan’s Noritake. Tanya Krishna spoke to Saurabh Garg,
Director, Ekaani Group, to get further details.

Ekaani is well-known
for its dinnerware
and glassware brand
portfolio. How will
Noritake help in
further glorifying
this portfolio?
So far, we have been
representing the likes
of Rosen Thal, Versace
and Roberto Cavalli,
which are very high-end
dinnerware companies.
The price segment is
only suited for a very
high income group.
Noritake is a brand that
is much more affordable
in comparison to these
European brands.
Besides, Noritake has
a very high palette of
designs and ranges that
are suited for Indian
buyers. We are trying to
increase our bandwidth
by adding this brand.
How do you see India
as a potential market
for luxury goods?
India is growing faster
than most countries
in the world and the
growth can never be
exponential. It will only
happen at a percentage
every year. If you look at
it over a decade, you will
see major changes not
only in infrastructure
but in homes and
everything else. The

Indian market has
reached a level where it
has passed the struggle
of buying a house; it’s
now working on making
a home, which includes
interiors as well as
tableware.

What will be the
business terms
with Noritake?
We are retail and
distributing partners
for Noritake for the
country’s northern,
western and eastern
regions. We maintain
stocks, carry orders,
and supply to the entire
retail channel. At the
same time, we also
market to corporates,
wedding organisers or
direct customers buying
in bulk. Our endeavour
is to place Noritake into
more lifestyle stores and
even in jewellery stores
or furnishing stores that
have lifestyle sections
and not just in crockery
outlets.
What are the
opportunities in
the tableware
industry of India?
If you go back 10
years, we were still
eating in stainless steel
tableware. The crockery
trend has just started
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The Indian market has reached a level where
it has passed the struggle of buying a house;
it’s now working on making a home, which
includes interiors as well as tableware.
with people moving from
metal to porcelain and
bone china. So, there is
a huge market waiting
to be tapped.

What are your
expansion plans?
By 2020 we hope to
establish 7-8 brand

stores in every major
metro. We also have an
e-commerce platform
coming up soon that will
be linked to our retail
stores so that it benefits
from online sales.
Noritake will be having
its own e-commerce
website as well.

In-conversation

Sephora India

Gaining a fresh look
Vivek Bali, COO, Sephora India at Arvind Beauty Brands Retail, on
how the brand is evolving to serve the changing consumer needs.
SHIPRA SRIVASTAVA

What new
changes have
been brought to
the brand since it
has become the
part of Arvind
from its earlier
India partner?
I think everything
is changed.
Primarily, we have
changed the entire
assortment being
retailed by the
earlier partner.
The changes have
been deployed
to across the

categories be it
makeup, skincare,
fragrances, bath
and body, men’s
grooming, etc.
With new changes,
we have tried to
make the brand
more adaptive to
the Indian market.
Similarly, the most
important category
being make-up,
all the shades we
sell are suitable to
Indian complexion
which was missing
earlier.

How many
stores would
the company be
launching this
year?
Currently, we have
12 stores including
four in NCR region,
three in Mumbai,
one in Pune, three
in Bangalore and
one in Chennai.
This year we would
be opening another
five stores and
the plan is to go
to 50 stores by
next five years.

Through our
web store
customers
have given a
choice to block
the product on
the web and
pick it up from
our store as
the part of our
omni-channel
journey.”

L-R
J Suresh, Kriti Sanon
and Vivek Bali
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Among the new stores,
one will be coming up
in Chandigarh, two in
Mumbai and one each in
Kolkata and Hyderabad.

All upcoming will
be large formats or
other formats may
be introduced? Also,
what are the plans for
tier II market?
Our store size remains
anywhere between
3,100 and 3,200 sq.
ft. There would be no
change in the same. The
plan is to go all
the markets though
first, we want to expand
in metros.
Which brand from
your portfolio is the
best seller?
Sephora is our best
performing brand.
Other best performing
brands include Benefit
Makeup Forever
and Dior.
What are the plans
for online business?
Would the company
come up with its
exclusive online
stores?
We have launched our
web store already called
as sephorannnow.
com, which is doing
pretty well. We are
getting good traction
from our web store
and it is operational
pan India. We have
tried to replicate the
same experience of
the physical store.
Through our web store
customers have given
a choice to block the
product on the web and
pick it up from our store
as the part of our omnichannel journey.

Analysis

Omni-channel

OMNI-CHANNEL
UNLOCKING THE
PROSPECTS

Technological advancements in the consumer segments
have led to the emergence of a plethora of retail channels
including brick-and-mortar, e-tail, direct selling, vending
machines, cash and carry, click and collect, m-commerce,
etc, as per Deloitte report. The onset of these retail
channels have made the consumers’ retail journey more
convenient. Leveraging multiple retail channels for a
purchase has enabled the consumers to explore through a
variety of similar options, check product prices at multiple
platforms and make an informed decision based on other
consumers’ reviews. At the same time, Omni-channel retail
also presents myriad opportunities for brands to upgrade
their operations and processes and attract consumers as it
helps in keeping the shoppers more engaged.

While the overall penetration of e-tail in India is low,
relative to the other developed economies globally and
in the Asia-Pacific, its rate of
growth is much faster.

8%
18%

54%

20%

E-tail market in Asia-Pacific (2016)
E-tail market growth in % (CAGR, 2016–21F)

Growth
of e-tail
fueling
Omnipresence

Online activities
conducted while
shopping in-store
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Factors driving growth
of Omni-channel retail
Rising number of internet users
Did nothing on internet
Compared with similar products
Read reviews on product
Compare price of products

Growing internet penetration would lead to an increase in the number
of internet users in India from 373 million in 2016 to 829

Internet penetration in India (2016-21F)
2016

2021 F

>> Out of the total population
of consumers having internet
access in India, nearly 54%
compare the prices of products
on mobile internet while shopping in-store, representing a
significant crisscross amongst
retail modes
>> Further, 30% of the online
shoppers in India discovered
new products through social
media channels

28%
59%

Source: Internet users in India to
double by 2021: Cisco report, 9 June
2017, Your Story; India’s internet
users to double to 730 million by
2020 leaving US far behind, 17
August 2016

Approximately 75% of the
new internet users in India
are expected to come from
rural regions.

Rising number of smartphone users and
increasing m-commerce
>> Smartphone users in India are expected to increase
from 290 million in 2016 to around 470 million by 2021
>> This is expected to drive the share of m-commerce in
Indian e-tail industry

2016

62.6%
65.3%

2021F

82.3%

Source: Company database and analysis

In 2016, 83% of the smartphone
users in India made purchases
through their mobiles

78.1%

India
Asia-Pacific
Source: Statista
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Omni-channel

HERE,
THERE AND
EVERYWHERE!
With the lines blurring between online and offline retailing,
we are now witnessing increasing tie-ups between physical
and online retailers across the globe. Is it the right time
then for Indian retailers to go omnichannel to see better
results in terms of their return on investment?
PAYAL GULATI

D

oug McMillon, CEO of
Walmart, once rightly
said, “I want us to stop
talking about digital
and physical retail as
if they are two separate things. The customer doesn’t
think of it that way, and we can’t
either.” This quote holds true in the
current time when every retailer
is jumping on to the omnichannel
bandwagon. In fact, omnichannel has been the buzzword in the
Indian retail world for quite some

time now but the journey has not
been smooth for many who have
struggled to succeed. Aditya Birla
Group recently exited its online
venture Abof.com in less than two
years of launch, attributing it to
the unavailability of e-commerce
ventures as a whole.
The idea was to sell private labels
at Abof.com, but why would anyone
buy it at full price when online biggies like Amazon and Flipkart are
still burning huge cash to acquire
customers. “Customer acquisition
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in e-commerce is still very high.
And a model without discounts will
result in poor traffic, translating
into poor sales,” experts believe.
So, the question here is if it’s the
right time for Indian retailers to
go omnichannel? And does it make
sense in terms of returns on investment?
It is a well-known fact that India
is the world’s fifth-largest global
destination in the retail space and
the retail industry here is rapidly
modernizing. The size of mod-

ern retail in India is expected to
WHAT’S IN STORE?
double from Rs 87,100 crore to Rs
There are increasing tie-ups be1,71,800 crore by 2020, driven by
tween physical and online retailomnichannel retail. So, it makes
ers. The latest example in case is a
sound business sense for retailstrategic alliance between Mango
ers to adopt omnichanand Myntra. “This is the first time
nel to not only stay
that an online e-commerce
connected with the
player is working with a
consumer but also
global brand like Mango
ADITYA BIRLA
to communicate
to drive omnichannel,”
GROUP EXITED ITS
the same messays Ananth Narayanan,
ONLINE VENTURE
sage with the
CEO, Myntra. Daniel
ABOF.COM IN LESS
consumer across
Lopez, Executive Vice
THAN TWO YEARS
platforms.
President, Mango, says,
OF LAUNCH

“We believe we will have to have a
distribution system where all our
products are available to consumers
both online and offline. The system
needs to be seamless, with no
friction between brick-and-mortar
stores and online. The only way to
do that is to adopt an omnichannel
strategy, in coordination with an
online company that has been playing this game for a long time.”
“Following an omni-channel
strategy and having a presence in
the country with physical stores will
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“Following an omni-channel
strategy and having a
presence in the country with
physical stores will allow
us to generate value for
consumers by improving their
shopping experience.”

“We believe the future
of new retail will be a
harmonious integration
of online and offline, and
Hema is a prime example
of this evolution that’s
taking place.”

DANIEL LOPEZ, Executive Vice
President, Mango

DANIEL ZHANG,
CEO, Alibaba Group

allow us to generate value
for consumers by improving
their shopping experience,”
he adds.
The brand has launched its
first store in Delhi and plans
to expand this count to 25
across the country in the next
five years. The newly opened
store is equipped with advanced technology to provide
a seamless shopping experience for customers in India.
All Mango stores in the country will feature integrated inventory
and the concept of ‘Endless Aisle’,
enabling customers to browse the
Mango collection on a tablet, check
out product details and availability,
and have goods from other stores
delivered to their doorstep.
These tablets are also used to
provide personalised recommendations based on purchase history,
and inform customers about new
products and styles. Customers
will also be able to skip queues at
billing counters, using the ‘Assisted
Checkout’ feature on tablets. “The
new technology-packed store is
set to redefine the way consumers
in India experience brands in the
future,” Narayanan says.

“This is the first time that an
online e-commerce player is
working with a global brand like
Mango to drive omnichannel.
The new technology-packed
store is set to redefine the way
consumers in India experience
brands in the future.”
ANANTH NARAYANAN, CEO, Myntra

with a mutually beneficial
understanding that keeps
customer satisfied.
This doesn’t end here.
Another online giant
Amazon is expanding
its physical presence –
it bought out grocery
chain Whole Foods for a
whopping USD 13.7 billion. Besides, the world’s
largest brick-and-mortar
supermarket chain,
Walmart, is strengthening
its ecommerce business. It bought
out US-based e-commerce company
Jet.com for USD 3.3 billion.

Bailan as a part of its ‘new retail’ (a
term that indicates a combination
of the best in physical and online
retail) strategy. “Retailers who
don’t have an omnichannel business IS ACQUISITION A SOLUTION?
model will lose customers,” believes While we are seeing many onlineRajat Wahi, Partner, Deloitte. In
offline tie-ups taking place, does
the words of Jack Ma, founder and
buying a company make you
chairman of e-commerce behemoth
omnichannel? Omnichannel is the
Alibaba Group, new retail is making
seamless integration of all the
the distinction between physical
channels, including in-store, online
and virtual commerce obsolete.
and mobile. For sure, these acquisi“We believe the future of new
tions are efforts to create stronger
retail will be a harmonious integraomnichannel presences. However,
tion of online and offline, and Hema
it will be interesting to see how
is a prime example of this evoluthese big-box retailers approach
tion that’s taking place,” Daniel
this space in the coming time. As
Zhang, CEO of Alibaba Group, said
simply by acquiring a company
in a company statement. Though
doesn’t make much difference,
most offline retailers have
it is the steps the company
an online presence, and
takes afterward that
THE BUZZ OF ‘NEW RETAIL’
vice versa, perhaps
will depict their sucEarlier this year, online retail giant
ALIBABA
the two ought to join
cess as omnichannel
Alibaba acquired stakes in Chinese
ACQUIRED STAKES IN
hands and come up
leaders.
supermarket chains Hema and
SUPERMARKET CHAINS
HEMA AND BAILAN AS
A PART OF ITS ‘NEW
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CIO ThinkPad

Phygital

“Customer Unification
is the Key in Retail”
Piyush Kumar Chowhan, Vice President and CIO, Arvind Brands, elaborates
on the key to success in a constantly changing retail environment

T

o go phygital, retailers
need to basically create an end-to-end
customer journey
and try to map it.
They should try to
build a technology
platform to bring
together different
channels to offer
unified customer
experience and that
is what phygital
is all about. Then
retailers should try
to give a sophisticated experience
to the needs of the
customers across
different channels. Online retail
has actually been
disrupted. Even
online retailers are
opening physical
stores and physical retailers are
opening online stores. I think it is
only a matter of time before the line
will be blurred. There will be just
retailers with multichannel capability and no distinction of online and
offline segmentation.

Choosing the Right Model
I think it is because everybody
is learning at this point in time
and the business model has to be
changed. The same model will neither make money online nor in an

There will be no
distinction between offline
and online. The retailer
will be a retailer and his
sole purpose will be to
sell to the customer and
make money by offering
360-degree customer
experience.”
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multichannel way.
Something different has to be done
and the technology
platform has to
be different. The
way you serve the
customer has to
be different and
that is the only way
to make money.
Hence, phygital is
the right decision.
Retailers need
to experiment
constantly because
there are many
technologies and
there is no way
that one technology
will fit all. Even if
you take the top
five retailers in the
world, everybody is
trying to build different technology
platforms. Retailers
have to experiment
with what suits
them and what will bring customers
to their value proposition.

Going Forward
There will be no distinction between offline and online; everything
will be merged. The retailer will
be a retailer and his sole purpose
will be to sell to the customer and
make money by offering 360-degree
customer experience.
(As told to Shipra Srivastava)

CIO ThinkPad

Analytics

“Real-Time Analytics is
our Biggest Strength”
Ranjan Sharma, CIO and head of SCM, Bestseller India,
comments on the changing face of technology

W

e are just not
into offline
retail; in
fact, we operate via multiple channels. By 2020, online
and offline will merge
to become multichannel. So, all technology
investments within the
organisation are going
to be around merging
these two channels and
allowing the customer
to move seamlessly. In a
nutshell, the focus is on
going phygital.

The Key Driver
Technology is going
to be the key driver in
making the entire shopping journey easier. In
fact, it is the biggest
enabler in terms of customer experience and
customer engagement,
and tracks the journey
both before and after the purchase.

Challenges
The biggest challenge is that we
don’t identify who the customer
is, especially in an offline store.
Whereas, in case of online you can
instantly identify him and track his
journey as soon as he logs on to the
website either via a cookie or any
other way. Technology is moving
towards aligning both the customers together so that it can become
a single customer repository. It is
the biggest initiative that we are

Technology is going
to be the key driver in
making the shopping
journey easier. One of
the biggest technologies
that we are banking upon
today is for us to do realtime analytics and that
is helping us big time.”
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running in terms of compiling customers’ data
from online and merging
it with offline data so as
to track this aforementioned journey with the
brand.
Just as the kind of
engagement we do in an
online store, a similar
kind of engagement
will start happening in
the offline store where
it is going to be much
more intuitive and much
more engaging for the
customers as and when
they are near the store,
within the store, point
of check-out and post
check-out. As of now,
loyalty mostly happens
at the time of check-out.
We want to pre-pone the
entire phase so that it
begins from the moment
the customer walks into
the store.

Technology,
a Game-Changer
One of the biggest technologies
that we are banking upon today is
for us to do real-time analytics and
that is helping us big time. We have
the technology that is allowing us to
report the sales, margins, targets,
etc. The key performance indicators
(KPIs) are at a gap of 3-4 minutes,
which in return has made the store
much more agile.
(As told to Shipra Srivastava)

CIO ThinkPad

Hybrid retail

“Hybrid will be the
most disruptive model”
Sauvik Banerjjee, CTO, TataCLiQ, talks about the most disruptive
operating model in the time to come.

E

Hyper personalization model

-commerce is
a frame work
and just pure
technology. It’s
hybrid between retail
and technology. There is
plethora of products and
softwares which make
the e-commerce platform
run. However, I would
say ‘Analytics’ is biggest
driver when it comes to
e-commerce business.
The role of Analytics
is going to became far
advanced in the time to
come. Without Analytics
we are unable to launch
any offer, merchandise, campaign either
digital or TV. The whole
functionality depends on
hour by hour and minute
by minute Analytics
detailing.

Offline and online
marriage
In Indian context, offline is as
important as online. Even offline retailers have fair amount
of data. I would say that the
hybrid model is a successful
model in India. Brick and mortar culture is prevalent and
is here to stay. India is never
going to become completely
online. Fundamentally, offline
and online marriage is the
hybrid data and that will be
the most disruptive operating
model in the time to come.

Analytics is biggest driver
when it comes to e-commerce
business. The role of Analytics
is going to became far
advanced in the time to come.
Without Analytics we are
unable to launch any offer,
merchandise, campaign either
digital or TV.”
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In present scenario
personalization is the key
across all retail categories whether lifestyle,
electronics, footwear or
jewellery or accessories.
Browse, discover, conversion are the key elements
of personalization.
The end consumer can
be logged in or nonlogged in user. As I see
personalization becomes
extremely challenging for
non-logged in user. We
at TataCLiQ look at both
aspect. In fact, we do it in
far bigger way and very
shortly we are going to
launch a hyper personalization model based on
user preferences, customer 360 and the marriage
with core categories.
The model will be based
on pin codes, brands preference,
demographic preference, behavioral preference and consumers’
physiographic. Hence, we would
showcase personalized brands of
their likes and drive experiences
what they want including the entire post order journey is personalized. In the personalization space
there is a lot of machine learning, algorithm which are getting
written and we are also working
towards it.
(As told to Shipra Srivastava)
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Customer satisfaction

“Retailing is a TechnologyIntensive Industry”
Sunil Nair, CTO, Spar India sheds light on how technology is driving retail

R

etailing is a ‘technology-intensive
industry’. It is a
well-known fact
that the retail industry
always works on razor thin
margins and the key to
survival lies in optimization
of resources both in space
and time dimensions as well
as maximisation of customer
satisfaction. Successful
retailers today work closely
with their vendors to predict
consumer demand, shorten
lead times, reduce inventory
holding, and ultimately save
cost. Access to timely and
even real-time information
to a wide variety of channel
and trading partners, sales
personnel, line managers,
store managers, etc. is the
key to achieving this.
Over the years, as the
consumer demand increased
and the retailers geared
up to meet this increase,
technology evolved rapidly
to support this growth. It is technology that will help the retailers to score
in such fierce competition. There are
hardware and software tools that have
now become almost essential for retailing. Consumers have come to expect
more value and higher service levels.
As a consequence, the technology
continues to grow and retailers search
for ways to measure technical business
value and to balance the effective utilisation of the technical resources.
Retailers want to get more value out
of technologies and ensure they are
spending their limited resources in
ways that improve their overall offer to
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the customer. Technology has
proven to be a competitive
weapon in retail, which is a
dramatic shift from a decade
ago. In response, retailers
generally need to become
more disciplined in managing
the IT function. Completing
and delivering IT projects on
time and on budget is overwhelming enough without
the project team considering
their project’s interdependencies with other business initiatives and corporate goals.

Customer Satisfaction

Technology has
proven to be a
competitive weapon
in retail, which is a
dramatic shift from
a decade ago. In
response, retailers
generally need
to become more
disciplined in managing
the IT function.”

In today’s rapidly changing,
increasingly complex multichannel retail environment,
our focus would be get the
customer satisfaction matrix
right and improve operational
efficiency. In addition:
>> Develop a unified understanding of a given customer’s wants and needs as consumers become increasingly
fragmented in the channels
they use.
>> Experiment with emerging technologies to improve customer satisfaction and share of wallet, while
tackling significant organisation and
process integration issues.
>> Address today’s pressing economic challenges, while still building
the capabilities needed to compete
successfully in the future.
>> Our first priority is to enable IT
agility and operational effectiveness,
define digitally-enabled business
processes.
(As told to Shipra Srivastava)

CIO ThinkPad

Payments

“Organised Retail Card Payment
is Stabilised at 80-90%”
Ranjit Satyanath, Head-Technology, Infinity Retail, speaks
about multiple digital payment options in retail

T

here are a
lot of payment options
available
in the market. It
takes a lot of time
to integrate with all
of those options and
the benefits of each
of those options are
slightly unclear. So,
I think it will require
some more time before retailers assess
all the options available in the market
and figure out which
one is the most convenient. The option
that the government
is providing is really
great, but consumer
awareness is very
necessary. If there
is no consumer
awareness then
usage doesn’t reach
any significant level.
From a retailer’s
perspective, the
Merchant Discount
Rate (MDR) is either
non-existent or low
and unfortunately
no one is pushing it.

Security Aspect
I think wherever there is a
financial transaction, whether
in cash or digital, there is a
very real risk of fraud. There
will be newer ways to commit
fraud that will get uncovered

and there will be
methods discovered
to combat them.
I think it is business as usual as
far as security of
the digital payment
mode is concerned.
I don’t think that so
far in the country
anything has happened to convince
us that going the
digital payment
mode is fraught with
risk and should not
be done. Therefore,
I don’t think there
is anything to be
concerned about.

Ratio of Card
and Online
Transactions

During demonetisation, cash
was about 5% and now it has
reached 10-15%. The rest of
it is through cards, mobile
wallets and other options.”
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Organised retail
card payment is
now stabilised at
80-90%. The rest of
it is largely in cash.
There was a spike
in mobile wallet
payment as long
as cash-back was
there, but with its
withdrawal, mobile
wallet payment has taken a fall.
During demonetisation, cash was
about 5% and now it has reached
between 10-15%. The rest of it is
through cards, mobile wallets and
other options.
(As told to Shipra Srivastavaxx)

OMNI-REVOLUTION IN

From chatbots and video commerce to cashless retailing, tech disruption is at the
core of retail, showcasing that the ‘future’ of retail is already a reality. We present
the disruptive technologies that will shape the future of retail.

Issue focus

Omni-channel

MULTIPLE
PLATFORMS
FOR MULTIPLE
PRESENCE
Retailers know that it is not enough to limit
their business to brick and mortar stores.
Online presence has become very essential
and leading companies are now going all out
to use the latest technological platforms to
be able to make their presence felt in every
space, reports Shipra Srivastava

S

hoppers
nowadays are
exploring different channels to
make purchases, thus
making it mandatory for
retailers to be present
everywhere. Once the
retailers go omnichannel, creating a seamless
experience is one of
the biggest challenges.
It is here that technology plays a big role
in making the entire
omnichannel journey
seamless. Let’s shed
light on a few technological innovations and
challenges that some
of the big retailers are
facing these days.

JUGGLING BETWEEN
DIFFERENT KPIS
Not all products can
be placed everywhere.
Speaking about their
omnichannel journey,
Vipin Bhandari, CEO,

Spencer’s, says, “For
any particular category,
whether to go pure
play online, click and
collect or physical store,
everything depends on
certain variables. All
that matters is customers’ requisitions that
could be related to timings, distance, category
to shop, frequency of
visiting the store, etc.
Depending on these factors we choose whether
to go online or offline.”
He adds, “Offline and
online have very different key performance
indicators (KPIs). Merging these two is a very
challenging task.”

MAKING OFFLINE
EQUIVALENT TO
ONLINE
There are various
technologies emerging in the market to
support omnichannel
operations. As regards
store innovation, Vinu
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METRO SHOES:

Sunderresan, founder
and Chief Executive Officer, vMobo Inc., says,
“Several new aspects
are emerging in terms
of technology to make
the entire experience
seamless. Our endeavour is to replicate the
digital experience in an
offline store.” The company is therefore using
available technologies
to improve the store
experience that includes
‘Interactive Display’,
which is largely meant
for fashion retailers.
The basic functionality of this device is to
match the online shopping experience. It can
be placed in different
areas and customers
can browse the entire
catalogue on a digital
screen. Some of the
leading retail chains are
already in the process
to deploy such devices
in their stores.

MANAGING ORDERS FROM
DIFFERENT CHANNELS
Challenge: With a countrywide footprint
of about 350 physical showrooms, an
expanding brand portfolio and changing
customer preferences, Metro Shoes was
facing challenges in managing orders
coming from multiple platforms.
Solution: The retailer opted for IBM
Solutions.
With IBM’s technology and CEBS’
expertise of marketplace integration,
Metro Shoes has been able to integrate
with more than 14 e-marketplaces like
Amazon, Flipkart and other leading
portals with a centralised process and
inventory engine to enable it to scale up to
the needs of a growing business. Further,
IBM Cloud will help carry the ability to
configure heavy workloads and thereby
deliver performance required for peak
usage during the shopping season.

“With IBM’s
knowledge in the
omni-channel
commerce and
retail space,
we are confident
that these changes
will not only help accelerate the
execution of our strategy but also
give us an edge over competition.”
ALISHA MALIK,
Vice President-Digital Metro Shoes

Issue focus

Payments

THE PAYMENT
REVOLUTION
Gone are the days when you would
have to necessarily pay cash for
everything you purchased. Now, there
are different modes to go cashless and
retailers are adopting sophisticated
technologies to ensure that such
payment modes are absolutely secure,
writes Shipra Srivastava

I

ndian customers
tend to prefer
conventional
ways of shopping,
which means walking
into a store, selecting
the items they need and
then pay either by cash
or card. However, such
a practice is now old
school concept with the
growing penetration of
internet shopping and
advancement in technology. In fact, the payment
space has seen amazing
innovations, particularly
in terms of online payment modes. This trend
is a result of significant
growth in the e-commerce industry. And the
thin line between online
and offline payment has
also started blurring.

CASHLESS
TRANSACTIONS
Consumers are fast
moving towards cashless
transactions. For digital
payments, customers
look for a faster, safer
and seamless payment

PVR CINEMAS
GOING CASHLESS
Challenge: Leading cinema
exhibition company PVR
was looking for a suitable
platform to upgrade its
digital payments and go
complete cashless.
Solution: PVR cinema has
deployed Visa payWave
hosted by Pine Labs that is
now operational at about
123 PVR multiplexes
across 48 cities pan-India.
Since demonetisation, PVR
has introduced a series
of payment options for
patrons whereby they can
indulge in smooth and easy
transactions. With Visa
payWave PVR’s endeavour
is to synchronize with the
government’s new agenda
of Digital India and a cashless economy.

“The
technology
will ensure
that our
customers
are secure
from any
kind of fraudulent
and unauthorised
transactions.”
KAMAL GIANCHANDANI,
CEO, PVR Pictures Ltd.
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experience. To facilitate
this experience, several
companies are adopting
the latest technologies.
Samir Modi-led Twenty
Four Seven Convenience
Stores has deployed a
vending kiosk where
disposable plastic bottles
from your home can be
brought to the company’s
outlet and fed to a recycling machine in return
for which you get a cash
coupon. No cash involved!
Speaking on same, Samir
Modi, MD, Colorbar
Cosmetics & Twenty Four
Seven stores said,” The
challenge is to create an
extra-ordinary shopping
environment inside same
time creating a value for
customer. From digital
price coding to digital promotions running inside the
store, customer would feel
he is shopping in Europe.”
Global fashion retailer
Marks & Spencer has
introduced self checkout
kiosks at some of its international locations where
the retailer is engaged in
the food business. These
self checkout lanes have
gained a foothold in the
US. Going a step further,
a 7-Eleven outlet based in

South Korea is testing a
self checkout system that
will allow customers to
pay for purchases using
a palm-vein authentication. The solution is called
HandPay.

INNOVATIONS IN
ONLINE PAYMENTS
The entire payment industry has gone through some
major transformations. The
very first trend was the
saving of card details so
that customers could make
repeat transitions without
re-entering the particulars. This was followed by
wallet payment, which has
now become a usual norm.
Now, e-retailers are looking at Unified Payments
Interface (UPI) that allows
user authentication with
ease. Commenting on this
trend, Suyash Katyayani,
CTO, Purplle.com, says,
“Right now we are looking
at UPI. There are a lot of
e-commerce websites that
accept payment through
UPI and we have partnered with Truecaller in
India to explore how we
can authenticate users
without using OTP notification and enable people to
pay using UPI.”

Issue focus

Chatbot

CHATBOT
CHANGING THE
RETAIL MATRIX
Chatbot is a cutting-edge technology
that has the power to uplift the entire
shopping experience and ultimately
result in improving the margins of
retailers across several categories,
writes Shipra Srivastava

H&M, eBay are leveraging from this technology.
It’s catching up in India
too with leading retailers
now looking to migrate
from normal chat software to chatbots. Titan
and TataCliQ are some
of those who have taken
up this transformation.
Though this technology is
at a very nascent stage in
India, it does promise a
bright future.
Elaborating on this new
trend, Gaurav Jain, HeadStrategy and Business
Development, Reliance
Retail, says, “At Reliance,
we always look at how we
can enhance consumer
experience with technology and also improve the
in-store journey as well
as product mix. All of this
is achieved via various
technologies.
There are
various things
in the pipeline
now and
chatbot is one
such thing.”

HOW DOES
CHATBOT HELP?

G

lobally, chatbots are
coming into vogue. A
chatbot is a computer
program designed to
simulate conversation with human
users, especially over the internet.
Many international brands such as

A study done by research
agency Regalix states that
one out of three consumers in India does their
shopping using a smartphone. Young adults,
especially, tend to read
reviews and compare
features and pricing
before making the
CHATBOTS
final purchase
ARE AS GOOD AS
decision. Usually
HUMAN INTERACTION.
such information
IT WILL BECOME
is not available
INCREASINGLY
with the store.
It is here that
SOPHISTICATED IN
chatbot comes in. It
TIME TO COME.
equips the user with
information and helps

respond to queries quickly
and efficiently. Chatbots
are as good as human
interaction. Says Rajesh
Jain, MD and CEO at
Lacoste India-Sports and
Lesiure Apparel Limited,
“We are open to chatbot
technology but we need
to understand how it can
help us and how it has
helped other brands in
the country.”

THE INITIAL
BOTTLENECKS
No doubt it is a promising
technology but globally it
is still work in progress.
Chatbots will become
increasingly sophisticated in time to come.
The challenge though lies
in matching the psyche
of Indian consumers.
Sharing this view, Sauvik
Banerjjee, Vice PresidentTata Industries-Digital
Initiatives and CTO of
TataCLiQ, says “There is
also a propensity among
the Indian customers that
they want to have human
interaction. However, the
emerging role of chatbots
can’t be denied in the
retailing space.”
“Of late, there have
been many innovations
in bot technology. From
normal chats to bots on
the phone, this technology
is becoming extremely
popular. People and
software with machine
learning and algorithm
are able to fundamentally
execute automation,” he
adds. TataCLiQ is moving from normal chats to
chatbots. As of now, the
company has done a pilot
POC (proof of concept)
and initial responses are
very encouraging.
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Issue focus

Personalization

A ONE-TO-ONE
FORMULA
Personalization is a very important element
in the success of any retail business and now
technology makes it easier to connect with the
customer, writes Shipra Srivastava

P

ersonalization
was always an
important aspect
of the retail business and with the advent
of e-commerce it has
become mandatory for
retailers to personalize
the shopping experience
of their patrons. Retailers
are now forced to change
their traditional approach
to ensure that they maintain a connection with
customers, both online
and in-store. As Jamshed
Daboo, managing director
of Trent Hypermarket
Limited, defines it, “Retailers all over the world,
including India, are using
technology that is relevant to consumers’ type. I
think a lot of efforts have
been made to get consumers’ feelings, thoughts,
movements and choices in
the form of data to offer
them the personalized
experience.”

USING THE RIGHT
TECHNOLOGY
So what role does technology play in personalization? Abhishek Ganguly,
managing director of
Puma India, says, “Technology is going to play an

extremely important role
in the entire shopping
journey. Our entire data
intelligence and marketing is focused on giving
the shoppers unique prod- CEO, Da Milano, states,
“We are monogramming
ucts and services.”
every product now and
Citing an example, he
at the same time we have
continues, “We do geoalso starting monogramtargeted campaigns that
ming our physical stores
are specific to a locality
through which we can
where a particular store
track the entire journey
is located. We are trying
of the shopper. This is our
to know our customers
first step towards underbetter based on transacstanding the customers
tions and communication
better.”
that has happened in the
past. Accordingly, we
send out offers to them.
DATA THE KEY DRIVER
Let’s say a customer
The driver of a personalhas bought the ‘Ferrari’
ization engine is data. It
range from us. We then
creates a customer profile
equip him with all the
based on an individual’s
latest offerings
personal data as
THE
in the Ferrari
well as the
range even
behavioural
DRIVER OF A
before it is
data of both
PERSONALIZATION
officially
the cusENGINE IS DATA. IT
launched.
tomer and
CREATES CUSTOMER
And, probsimilar
PROFILE BASED
ably we
individuwould do
als. All eON PERSONAL AND
it via his
tailers benBEHAVIOURAL
or her social
efit from
DATA.
media platthis data; they
forms.”
understand it and
Setting yet another
then use different tools to
benchmark in personmap non-logged-in shopalization, Sahil Malik,
pers as well.
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Arun Sirdeshmukh, Director, Amazon Fashion,
elaborates: “We do look
at consumer clicks and
behaviour even when they
are not logged–in users.
The algorithms that are
working at the back are
very complex and we are
able to personalize the entire shopping experience
very comprehensively.
But a lot of depends on
knowing the customer
better.”
No doubt, the basic
principle of retail remains
the same: know your
customer. Siddharth Dabhade, General Manager,
Criteo India, says, “Forward thinking retailers
must place personalization at the heart of their
marketing strategy to deliver a truly relevant experience across the multiple
touch points available to
customers and in-store.
When personalization is
done right, it can create
the magic ingredients
required to make your
profits soar.”

Issue focus

Video commerce

WINNING WITH
THE VIDEOS
Video commerce is now the big
trend this shopping season, writes
Shwetha Satyanarayan

F

rom bricks to
clicks, the way
millennials shop
has phenomenally
changed. Standing in
queues with shopping
bags clinging on both
arms, waiting for an
empty trial room is now
passé. If online fashion
shopping is the new
trend, then video commerce is the next big
thing. The e-commerce
fashion market, which has
seen tremendous changes
in the last couple of years,
is expected to grow four

times to around Rs 2 lakh
crore by 2020.
As per reports, Rs 900
crore of the Rs 7,000
crore India’s fashion market is digitally influenced.
A study has even predicted that two of every
three products sold online
would be branded apparel
and 85% of the customers prefer to use mobile
phones over desktop to
buy products online. With
such a surge in the online
fashion industry, it is no
surprise that key players
like Amazon and Voonik
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helps connecting people
have taken a plunge into
to people. There is advideo commerce.
ditional information for
Amazon India, which
viewers on the quality of
has launched its fashion
the product and language
imaging studio called
does not pose a barrier.
BLINK in Gurgaon, aims
Video commerce bridges
to cash in on the higha lot of gaps, including
margin fashion category
promoting credibility of
during its ‘Great Indian
the product,” she adds.
Festival Sale’. BLINK
Commenting about the
will allow Amazon’s
challenges in video comfashion brand partners
merce, Deepti points out
to produce and shoot
that the expectations of
over 2 lakh images, offer
customers have increased
video-editing facilities
and there is a high
and creative space. After
demand for a variety of
New York and London,
videos.
the Gurgaon studio is
“So far, since it was
the third such launch by
launched in July, we have
Amazon globally.
uploaded 178 videos on
Earlier this month,
our portal but the deduring the launch of
mand for more videos is
BLINK, Amazon Viceonly increasing. There is
President (Category
a big upside in customer
Management), Manish
engagement and
Tiwary, had said,
interaction,
“We are going
27% OF
but many
to change
want to
how Amazon
THE USD 45 BN
view the
Fashion
ECOMMERCE MARKET
video of
works in
BELONGS TO ONLINE
apparel
India. We
FASHION AND THIS
in differare putting
WOULD EXPONENTIALLY
ent sizes
in unique
and not
enablers
GROW TO USD 100 BN
just some
to build
BY 2020.
television
our fashion
serial clippings.
business in India
Some customers
and this studio will go
demand to know what to
a long way in achievwear with a particular
ing that.” “While video
dress and what accescommerce has caught up
sories match the overall
fast in China and is the
costume. Since the exbiggest fashion trend this
pectations are high, there
season, other South Asian
are some initial chalmarkets too have wellenges,” she says. Deepti
comed video commerce,”
highlights the fact that
says Deepti Bhadauria,
27% of the USD 45 bilVice-President (Brand
lion ecommerce market
and Customer Experibelongs to online fashion
ence), Voonik.
and this would exponen“Video commerce takes
tially grow to USD100
away the challenges of
billion by 2020.
catalogue shopping and
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Tablez India

TABLEZ: RIDING
THE WAVE OF
RETAIL GROWTH
Tablez India, which has brought several
well-known global brands to India,
is keen on strengthening its offline
presence. The company believes India
will see growth from offline stores
before online expands significantly

PAYAL GULATI
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ablez India, the retail arm of
UAE-based USD 6.2 billion hyper
market retailer Lulu Group
International, is swearing on the
brick-and-mortar retail model in
a market where ‘go online’ is the
buzzword. The company believes India will
see growth from offline stores before online
expands significantly. “There is a lot more
that can be done on the brick-and-mortar front
and in-store customer experience in the retail
sector in India. We have plans to expand from
Tier 1 to Tier 2 and 3 cities so that our brands
reach out to the larger population. Along with
it, a loyalty programme is also in the works,
encompassing all the brands in our basket,”
informs Adeeb Ahamed, Managing Director,
Tablez India.
The company has brought many global
brands, including Toys ‘R’ Us, Springfield,
Women’secret, Galito’s and Cold Stone
Creamery to India and has expanded its stores
in fashion, speciality retail and food in the
country. It now plans to set up 35 Cold Stone
Creamery stores by 2018, 75 stores of Spanish
fashion brands Springfield and Women’secret
by 2023 and 65 outlets of Toys ‘R’ Us in 10
years in the country, each of them exclusive to
the group.
The first outlet of Toys ‘R’ Us has been
opened in Bengaluru, the second store will
come up in Delhi by December and by the
end of this financial year the company plans
to have two more stores in Bengaluru. Tablez
plans to invest USD 50 million in the brand
OCTOBER
- DECEMBER
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next five
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Tablez India

a big market, the offerings in the
kids’ products market are limited.
The gap persists due to the
unavailability of quality products
at the right price. With Toys ‘R’
Us and Babies ‘R’ Us, we intend
to strengthen the supply side that
will allow us to stand out in the
market,” he says.
Ahamed aims to make Tablez
an everyday company. “We don’t
want to be known for just one or
two brands. We want to create a
portfolio that will allow buyers to
shop with our brands 365 days a
year. Food and apparel we already
have. Now we have also launched
Toys ‘R’ Us and Babies ‘R’ Us. We
are also looking at the cosmetics,
sports retailing and eyewear
segments,” he adds.

CHANGING
THE FASHION GAME
Diversifying the retail offerings
of Tablez, the company brought
Spanish retail brands Springfield
and Women’secret to India in early
2017. The brands are a part of
Grupo Cortefiel, which is one of
Europe’s leading fashion retailers
and has a network of 2,000 stores.
Springfield, a popular Spanish
casual wear lifestyle brand, will be
sold through a mix of large-format
flagship stores and exclusive brand
outlets in India. The brand offers
international fashion for both men
and women between the ages of
25 and 35 looking for urban casual
and trendy wear.
Women’secret, with presence of
630 stores across 82 countries, is a

lingerie and innerwear brand and
will be retailed through exclusive
brand outlets in India. It offers a
wide range of women’s lingerie,
swimwear, beachwear, homewear
and sleepwear.
Speaking about the brands’
India expansion plans, Ahamed
states, “Our India expansion
plans will take the brands across
major metros of India. Later in
the year, six more stores for both
the brands will open in India –
two in Bengaluru, two in Mumbai
and two in Chennai. By 2018,
Springfield will open nine stores
and Women’secret will open 12
stores in India with presence in
Bengaluru, Mumbai and Delhi.

BETTING BIG ON F&B
Alongside fashion and toys,
Tablez has also expanded into
the field of food and beverages
(F&B) by introducing worldclass brands to India. Through a
strategic collaboration with Kahala
Brands, it has brought to India
premium ice cream brand Cold
Stone Creamery. The company is

“WE DON’T WANT TO
GO ONLINE RIGHT
AWAY. WE ARE VERY
CONFIDENT OF THE
BRICK-AND-MORTAR
MODEL. WE WILL LOOK
AT ONLINE PRESENCE
IN TWO YEARS’ TIME.”
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looking at opening 20 new outlets
every year. It has also brought
the flame-grilled chicken brand
Galito’s to India. It currently has
10 outlets spread across the UAE
and India. The company plans to
open another 30 outlets in the
next 5 years. The story doesn’t
end here. It has also introduced
Bloomsbury’s, the first homegrown brand of Tablez, in India
and plans to expand it further.

THE ROAD AHEAD
Tablez India is beting big on India
and the company has huge plans
for the country. “There is a huge
influence of international brands
in India, especially in apparel
and food. We are confident that
the brands we get here will have
significant traction,” he opines.
Talking about the online
expansion strategy, he says, “We
don’t want to go online right away.
We are very confident of the brickand-mortar model. We will look
at online presence maybe in two
years’ time.”
For now, the company wants
to invest in in-store technological
capabilities such as analytics,
easy mobile access to catalogues
and prices, and real-time store
information. While companies in
India such as Myntra are adopting
‘online-first’ strategies, Ahamed
feels that Indian consumers are
yet to see mass adoption of brands
that can be bought online only.
“The next decade is a brick-andmortar story in India,” Ahamed
concludes.

What’s your
assessment about the
Indian retail market?
What are the factors
that made you believe
in the potential here?

“Our attractive
positioning will
keep us ahead”
In this interview,
Adeeb Ahamed
sheds more light
on the company’s
business model
and its strategy
for growth

A recent KPMG report
on the retail sector in
India states that the
overall retail sector
growth is likely to
witness a CAGR of 1213%, which would make
it worth nearly USD
948 billion in 2018-19,
with revenue generated
from organised retail
projected to hit nearly
USD 95 billion in 2019.
In the same space, the
toy market is expected
reach around USD 4
billion by 2025 and infant
care market around USD
11-12 billion. Adding to
it, there is a growing
demand for fashion
brands, apparels and toys
for both infants and kids
in India.
Taking these factors
into consideration, India
could as well be the
world’s largest retail
market in the coming
few years, with increased
spending on retail
brands, brand awareness,
supply side getting
stronger and more
players coming into the
market, thereby giving
consumers better choice.
With higher disposable
income in the hands of
consumers, this market
is set for a good growth
curve in India.

How will you set
yourself apart from the
competition?
The brands that we have
brought to India have a
global appeal and are

well-suited to bridge the
need gaps in the Indian
market. We do not think
we need to particularly
focus on differentiating
ourselves from any
other brand since we
have a unique attractive
positioning, both on
the product and
service fronts.

Are other partnerships
also in the pipeline?
We are currently in
talks with a few other
brands, including in
the sportswear and
accessories categories.
We are aiming to have
6-8 international brands
in our portfolio over the
next two years.

Could you share
your short-term and
long-term plans for
expansion across
verticals? How much
are you planning to
invest for expansion?
In the immediate future,
we will be looking at
investing around Rs 6080 crores for expansion
across our organised
retail brands, including
Toys ‘R’ Us, Babies
‘R’ Us, Springfield,
Women’secret, alongside
F&B brands such as Cold
Stone Creamery, Galito’s
and Bloomsbury’s. As
part of our long-term
vision, we plan to invest
Rs 300 crores over the
next five years, across
a multitude of brands in
our portfolio.
Tablez India is
currently in talks with
a few major brands
from the US and other
countries to bring them
to India.
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Expert speak

New Ps in retail

Retailing:

the final
countdown

With customers being charmed and spoilt for
choice by new platforms in the retail industry, the
traditional brick-and-mortar retailer may soon be
signing a death warrant.

I

debated whether to start
this article with an ominous
prediction, but then it is a
fact. Retailing as we know is
dying – we see signs of this everyday as minivans carrying groceries
jostle for space on Bangalore roads,
the pharmacy next door has started
a loyalty program, and there is an
app where I can order snacks being
retailed by other residents in my
apartment complex. A decade ago,
bookstores and video stores became
victim to digital disruptions with
breakthrough business models.
Retail has been at the forefront
of disruption ever since. As such,
retailers are facing an existential
question: What purpose do they
serve today?
As of now, people can get anything, anywhere, and in the desired
form. The retailers’ purpose can no
longer be to just supply products to
people. Instead, they must grapple
with their own unique reason for
existence. Retail process models
that were historically based on
‘plan-buy-move-sell’ cycles are giving way to customer-centric models.
Business processes are aligning to
immersive customer experiences
and personalised customer offer-

ings powered by ‘new IT’ (real-time
analytics, AI, IoT, and other emerging technologies).
The key to a retailer’s survival
lies in defining a clear purpose. Retailers in the new world need to create a brand experience that excites
their customers and gets them to
“love” the brand. The “love” index
of a brand is a collection of customers’ individual experience moments.
Accenture’s global survey of 26,000
respondents revealed five dimensions for measuring customers’ feelings towards a brand experience.
They are fun, relevant, engaging,
social and helpful, intuitively adding
up to the acronym ‘FRESH’.
Retailers should look at making
the customer experience entertaining and fun, with relevant and
customised offerings that engage
the customer and connect her with
other people and at the same time
being efficient, easy and flexible to
adapt. In the era of ‘retail everywhere’ we need to look beyond the
four Ps of price, promotion, place
and product. To this, we suggest
adding three more Ps: personalisation, pervasiveness and privacy.

Personalised Experience Taking it to a Whole
New Level
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Amazon drives nearly 35% of its
revenues via its personalised recommendation engines that prompt
customers to make additional purchases. Click-and-collect and mobile
apps are gaining traction, engaging
shoppers inside and outside the
store with the convenience and
personalisation they crave. These
are technologies that we are witnessing in action today. Considering the pace of change, tomorrow’s
technologies are appearing on the
horizon. Imagine a drone delivering
food ordered by a smart refrigerator. Game-changers such as this are
on the way – sooner, not later.

TRILOKESH SATPATHY,
Managing Director – Retail, Accenture
Technology Centers in India

THE KEY TO A
RETAILER’S
SURVIVAL LIES
IN DEFINING
A CLEAR
PURPOSE.
RETAILERS
IN THE NEW
WORLD NEED
TO CREATE
A BRAND
EXPERIENCE
THAT EXCITES
THEIR
CUSTOMERS
AND GETS
THEM TO
“LOVE” THE
BRAND.

Pervasiveness – The EverWidening Spectrum
Customers now do not shop only in
physical stores. They have thousands of stores available to choose
from in their smartphone. Retailers
today must be present across channels and be ready to serve customers when and how they choose to
interact with them. Products are
becoming services – for example,
retailers such as ‘Rent the Runway’
or ‘Style Lend’ are renting dresses
instead of selling. Retailers are
becoming orchestrators to connect
the suppliers and customers, as for
instance, Uber. ‘Stich Fix’ sends
stylised apparel designed by 1,000

stylists who work directly with the
customer and design dresses based
on their responses to detailed questionnaires. So being pervasive along
with the ability to deliver FRESH
experience is the key for a retailer.

Privacy – The Thin Line
Successful retailers of the future
will be the ones who build a trust
relationship with their customers
by demonstrating authenticity and
integrity. They will be able to demarcate between what is “cool” and
“creepy” for each customer. Loyal
customers are happy to receive promotional offers from their retailers,
but become furious if their data is

compromised to sell them an insurance policy. An Accenture survey of
1,500 consumers aged 18-60 across
the US and the UK revealed that
80% of consumers are comfortable
if companies are transparent about
what data is collected and how their
data is used.

Tying it All Together
We are living in times when the
opportunities and options are immense. Newer business models will
emerge, some will be game-changers, others will be just a flash in
the sky, but one thing is for sure –
retailing as we know today will not
exist 10 years from now.
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Brand Licensing

Classified Listings

Brands to look out for
A quick sneak-peek through the prospects for retailers and manufacturers to join forces
with top brands and make the most of the brand licensing!

JUMANJI

Jumanji is the classic American fantasy adventure
film that redefined the adventure game is back and
it is re-imagined for an all-new generation. Tapping
the retail market, Sony Pictures is looking for ideal
retailers and manufacturers to diversify the content
of Jumanji across categories.
Category: Apparel & accessories, toys and board
games, publishing, back-to-school, interactive games

Chaar Sahibzaade

The Punjabi 3D computer-animated historical drama
film produced under the banner Baweja Movies is up
for licensing extension across categories. Based on
the sacrifices of the sons of 10th Sikh guru Guru
Gobind Singh, the film emerged as a major box office
success and eventually became the highest grossing
animated movie ever produced in India.
Category: Fashion accessories, stationery, gifts &
novelties, back-to-school, home décor, toys and games,
new media, publication

PJ MASK

The animated series by
Entertainment One is based on
French author Romuald Racioppo’s
picture book which debuted in
France in 2008, and 15 titles
have been published to date.
Entertainment One is planning
a full-scale global consumer
products program in India across
categories.
Category: Apparel, backto-school, FMCG, toys, fan
merchandise
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Oggy & the
Cockroaches

Sanjeev Kapoor
Brand

Sanjeev Kapoor, undisputedly
the most celebrated face
of Indian cuisine, has
an extensive reach and
recognition with consumers.
Brand Sanjeev Kapoor is now
committed to develop and
offer a diversified range of
quality consumer products
through its Licensing and
Merchandising division.
Category: Packaged Food &
Beverages, Kitchen Odour
Control/Air Freshener,
Kitchen Tissue Rolls/Papers,
Kitchen Towels, Gas Stove/
Hobs, Kitchen Electricals,
Kitchen Role Play toys etc.

Xilam, the Paris-based
entertainment production company
is heading to India and is exploring
licensing opportunities for its
celebrated property ‘Oggy and the
Cockroaches’ for Indian region.
The Oggy brand is distributed in
more than 160 countries worldwide
and has an internet audience of
3 billion total videos viewed on
YouTube and 3 million fans on
Facebook.
Category: Fashion, fan
merchandise, back-to-school

Licensing

News

LICENSING

JCB sets sight on
Indian lifestyle space
through licensing
S

trengthening its presence in market, JCB has forayed into consumer
products space of India. The brand intends to mark presence in the lifestyle
segment through licensing. The world's third-largest construction equipment
manufacturer has appointed Bradford License India to manage its licensing
and merchandising program for India. Through the representation agreement,
Bradford will target the core category to design, produce and distribute lines of
apparel and lifestyle products, which will be sold in the host market.

Sir Mo
Farah
launches
new suit
collection
O

lympic champion Sir Mo
Farah CBE is coming up with
a tailored menswear collection
in collaboration with Scribe of
London. The collection by Mo has
been exclusively designed by the
gold medal-winning Olympian.
The collection includes nine
pieces, which are available online
now. Commenting on the launch
of the collection, Mo said, “I have
spent most of my life on the track
in sports gear, but that’s not to
say I don’t love putting a great
fitting suit on.”
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Nazara set to launch gaming
industry’s first Rs 1,000 crore IPO

I

n the final leg of setting up the first public listing in
the gaming space, Mumbai-based gaming company
Nazara Technologies has roped in ICICI Securities and
Edelweiss Financial Services to launch a Rs 1,000 crore
IPO by the end of this financial year. Founded in 2000
by Nitish Mittersain, Nazara is expected to be valued at
Rs 3,000-3,500 crore that is expected to give investor
WestBridge Capital a whopping 75-80 times return on
its 12-year-old bet, as mentioned in Economic Times. The
plan for an IPO for Nazara comes at a time when the
company is looking to expand from its focus on casual
mobile gaming to become a broader ecosystem player.

TI Cycles
inks brand
licensing pact
with US-based
Pacific Cycles

T

I Cycles has entered into brand
licensing partnership with
the US-based Pacific Cycles, part
of Dorel Industries Inc., to bring
children’s bike brand Schwinn to
India. TI Cycles will showcase the
entire line-up of Schwinn children’s
bikes during their annual dealer
meeting in February 2018 which
will witness an attendance of more
than 300 dealers across India. Way
back in 2007, TI Cycles had signed
an agreement with Dorel to bring
premium cycling brands such as
Cannondale, Schwinn, GT and
Mongoose to Indian consumers.

Amazon inks kids’ licensing
deal with Turner India

B

eefing up its brand
portfolio, Amazon
Prime Video has paired
up with Turner India to
bring a range of Cartoon
Network shows to its Indian
SVOD service. The content
licensing deal will see some
of the popular characters
from CN’s portfolio,
including Ben 10, Grim Adventures of Billy Mandy, Johnny Bravo, Powerpuff
Girls, Dexter’s Laboratory, play on Amazon Prime Video India under the ‘Kids
and Family TV’ section.

Vespa steps into fashion space
with footwear range

R

eckoning the power of Brand Licensing,
Piaggio has forayed into fashion and
lifestyle space with its auto brand Vespa.
Industry leading brand licensing agency,
Global Icons, brokered the deal between
BREX and Vespa, as Piaggio’s exclusive
global licensing agent.
Vespa is the historical scooter brand
which has become a modern myth, a
fashion statement, a personal expression. Through its licensing programme,
Vespa aims to deliver products that reflect the superior technology, innovation
and iconicity of the brand, whilst taking into consideration the unique and
powerful brand heritage, which is precisely what BREX has created.
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Licensor speak

Suditi Industries

“THE POWER OF
CELEBRITY GRANTS
YOU VISIBILITY”

In a bid to mark its presence across segments, Suditi
Industries has launched western wear fashion label
‘Nush’ together with film personality Anushka Sharma.
In conversation with Gargi Bhardwaj and Sunil Pol,
Pawan Agarwal, CMD, Suditi Industries spoke about
the brand positioning the company is looking for

How did you get actress
Anushka Sharma on board?
Our discussions with Anusha
Sharma had been going on for
about 15 months. At the very onset
we were clear about launching a
western line and fortunately even
she was looking to foray into the
same space. We have entered into a
joint venture with her with the perspective of adding longevity to the
association. Initially it is a six-year
agreement.

Who is your target buyer
and how will you position
the brand?
With Nush we are targeting the
regional large-format stores.
Shoppers Stop is exclusive in
the offline space while Myntra
is exclusive for online sales.
Also, we will target the shopin-shop format across the large
retail chains. Our target buyers
are from 16-35 years of age.
Positioned in the mid-premium
category, the collection would be
priced between Rs 699-3,999.

You already have brands
like RIOT, IndianInk, YouWeCan. What was the need
to launch Nush?
Amongst the brands we have –
RIOT is youth-centric affordable
clothing starting at Rs 599; YouWeCan is an athletic-leisurere brand
ranging from Rs 899 to Rs 3,999;
and IndianInk caters to the ethnic
wear segment. With Anushka’s
Nush, we intend to tap the western
wear category. Each brand that we
start caters to a different segment;
we don’t want to clash within.

What kind of revenue are
you targeting with Nush?
With this brand we are targeting at
revenue of Rs 100 crores in three
years. We already have 40 doors
to sell right from the first day and
this would only multiply. The line
has been well-received and there is
a lot of excitement in the trade. At
first, I believe online would contribute to around 30% of the revenue.

What market potential do
you anticipate in a scenario where a lot of brands
are operating in the same
space as yours?
When you launch a celebrity brand,
you open all the doors. This is
what happened with YouWeCan.
We have been running RIOT for
a number of years, yet there was
resistance from the dealers with
brands coming up every day.
Ultimately though, it is quality
that counts. But yes, the power of
celebrity grants you visibility.
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Pawan Agarwal, CMD, Suditi
Industries with Yuvaraj singh

Product Launch

New Products

Product

Launch
Drawing a correlation
with the entertainment
properties, retailers
are bringing forth for
consumers many such top
properties transformed into
merchandise

GOING PEANUTS!
Vans haves come up with the
third installment of Vans x
Peanuts designs, highlighting
characters from Charles M.
Schulz’s beloved ‘Peanuts’ gang.
The Vans x Peanuts collection
features six core designs across
a variety of silhouettes within the
Vans Classics, Surf and Apparel
collections.

ONLY FOR WOMEN
Bestseller India has launched a
limited edition collection under
its women-centric jeans brand
ONLY. Launched together with
Disney, the collection features
Donald Duck – the stand-out
character from the vibrant world
of Disney toons.

Licensee: Vans.
Price: Rs 3,999 onwards.
Available at: Multi-brand
outlets and online partners.

COLOUR PURPLE
Purple Turtle has joined hands
with Orka, the world’s largest
bean bags’ selling brand to
launch Purple Turtle and Colour
fairies-themed bean bags and
ottomans.
Licensee: Bestseller India.
Price: Rs 1,299 onwards.
Available at: ONLY stores.

Licensee: Myntra and Redwolf.
Price: Rs 50 onwards.
Available at: Select retail stores and on
Myntra.com, Redwolf.in.
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GRAB THE THRONE
With Season 7 of the mega series
‘Game of Thrones’ edging closer
to go on air, HBO and Game
of Thrones have launched the
official licensed merchandise
range in India. The collection
includes apparel for men and
women, badges, tote bags,
coasters, figurines, shot glasses,
posters, and lots more!

SHINE AND SPARKLE
Rubans, the brand by Chinu Kala,
has come up with the Marie
Claire range of fashion jewellery.
Carrying the legacy of the iconic
French brand, the collection
features earrings, necklaces and
bracelets.

Licensee: Orka.
Price: Rs 1,499 onwards.
Available at: All major
online and retail stores.

Licensee: Rubans.
Price: Rs 1,300-4,998.
Available at: Myntra.com.

Licensing

T

Sector watch

hey are the
stars. And
they guide our
lifestyle. That’s
how the celebrity
circle works in
today’s material
world. This in turn
offers a viable
option to retailers
to tap teens and
the youth – the segment
that buys the most.
This has paved way for
licensing agreements
around celebrities and
the celebrity status.
Check this: The global
retail sales of celebrityinspired licensed
merchandise amounted
to USD 4,452 million in
2016, with a year-on-

revenue and mark their
presence in newer
product categories. The
Beckham brand name
– through licensing of
David Beckham’s name reported a pre-tax profit
of 39.5 million pounds
(USD 49.9 million) in
December 2015, which
was 10 million pounds
more than the previous
year.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Traditionally, retailers
have sought out
celebrity-licensed
products because a
celebrity’s name on a
product would serve to
differentiate it and make
it more attractive to

Celebrity licensing has taken off in a big way in the past decade, emerging
as one of the most lucrative sales avenues for brand owners. By Gargi Bhardwaj
year growth of 6%. In
India, the retail sale of
celebrity merchandise
was touted at USD 13
million.
Global licensing
experts are of the
opinion that leveraging
celebrities towards
building brands is
definitely one of the
hottest trends in India.
Celebrities help in the
monetization of their
‘fandom’. A case in point:
Michael Jackson was
one of the most moneymaking licenses of 2010.
Even the celebrities
have long sought to
license their names in an
effort to garner additional

consumers. At the same
time, manufacturers
have looked favourably
on celebrity products
because they can charge
higher prices for those
items than for generic
products.
Due to a plethora of
newly-minted reality
television stars in the
United States and around
the world, there are now
more ‘celebrities’ seeking
licenses than ever before.
However, at the same
time, global recession
has made celebrity
licensing more difficult
and challenging. With
so many retailers either
cutting back or going
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out of business, there
are now more celebrities
fighting over a smaller
pie. “To transform from
the person Sanjeev
Kapoor to brand Sanjeev
Kapoor was something
that happened by way
of licensing,” points out
Vishal Sinha, Business
Head, SK Brands. At
the moment, this brand,
driven from the person
of celebrity chef Sanjeev
Kapoor, has marked its
presence across various
categories, including

cutlery, kitchenware,
crockery, etc.
“Celebrities hold
massive influence in
trends related to fashion,
fitness, personal care
and appearance, and
have been used by
brands for decades for
endorsements. This
represents a large
and profitable market
opportunity to create
authentic brands,” says
Anirban Blah, Director,
Kwan Entertainment,
and founding partner of
Mojostar – a celebrity
licensing company.
“Globally, we have seen
billions of dollars of
value being created by

often confuse it with
celebrity endorsement.
Addressing this, Kamal
Punwani, CFO of HRX
by Hrithik Roshan,
explains, “I think the
key difference between
celebrity endorsement
and celebrity licensing
is retail or transaction
versus building value for
the long run. Typically,
celebrity endorsement is
defined by a particular
tenure whereas the
latter is about building
a brand and value for
both the celebrity and
the associated company,
which is where you see
very few examples of
celebrity brands.”

A DUAL-EDGED
SWORD

celebrity brands such as
David Beckham, Victoria
Beckham, Mary-Kate and
Ashley Olsen, and Jay-Z,”
Blah adds.

FINALLY, QUALITY
COUNTS
Commenting on the
edge that celebrity
brand offers over
other brands,
brand expert

Abhishek Verma states,
“Essentially, having
celebrity brands is a
way for business to
short-cut the marketing
and distribution cost to
a certain extent. Every
time there is a celebrity
brand, whether online
or offline, you solve
the problem of traffic
to a great extent with

IN INDIA,
THE RETAIL SALE
OF CELEBRITY
MERCHANDISE WAS
TOUTED AT USD
13 MILLION.

consumers flocking in
even to just check the
products.” However,
finally it is the quality
and value of the product
that counts. Says Verma:
“When the consumer
has to actually make a
purchase, especially in
categories like fashion
and accessories, the
product and product
price proposition
becomes of paramount
importance over the
celebrity connection.”

CELEBRITY
LICENSING AND
ENDORSEMENT
Talking about
celebrity licensing,
people in India

Celebrities may
definitely lend a lot
of glitz and glamour
but that doesn’t imply
it’s all hunky-dory.
It is essential for
licensors to choose
their celebrities carefully
as they have limited
shelf life. There is also
the problem of dealing
with celebrities gone
wrong. One is effectively
licensing a human being
– anything coming out of
a celebrity’s closet can
disrupt the brand image
– think Tiger Woods.
‘Being Human’ clothing
had to bear the brunt
at the stock exchange
when Salman Khan’s
court case verdict took
a toll on the brand’s
shares. The bottomline
is that though celebrity
licensing is at a nascent
stage in India with only
a handful of brands
present, the entire ecosystem is gradually being
developed to nurture
a true celebrity brand
market.
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Absorba

All cut out
for the kiddos
Absorba is soon going to make its way
to India through licensing, wherein the
immediate focus would be on apparel
for kids and babies, revealed Karine
Menuel, licensing head of the brand, in
an interview with Gargi Bhardwaj.

Please share the
brand’s journey so
far.
Absorba is a brand for
kids and our prime
focus is on 0-6 years.
Actually, even if the
collection goes up to
10 years, the heart of
the brand is 0-4 years.
Present in about 36
countries, we engage
in direct dealing in
some regions while we
have entered through
the licensing route in
Asia and the US. The
brand was established
in 1949, which places
us among the league
of one of the oldest
brands in France that
are into European
markets.
Up to 34% of our
global sales are from
departmental stores,
16% from nursery
or specialty stores,
and 30% through
independent retailers.
We have been
licensing for more
than 20 years. In total
we have 3,600 points
of sales worldwide.
Also, we are available
at 1,300 mass market
points of sales that
include hypermarkets
and that is mainly

for undergarments.
We are also directly
present at 100 outlets
in Tokyo. If we include
these corners or
outlets with licensees,
it would be vis-a-vis
700 points in South
Korea, Thailand, etc.

Why do you think
of licensing as an
effective retail
strategy?
Amongst the entire
portfolio of the Kidiliz
Group, it is Absorba
that does the most
of licensing. Some
licensees develop the
product categories
that we are not
present into. Then
you can mark your
presence across
channels depending
on the target
audiences.
What are your plans
for growth?
Absorba, in its original
collection, specialises
in apparel and so we
don’t have any other
line or category. This
is a restraining factor
for Absorba. Later, we
launched a nursery
line that includes
blankets, bed-sheets
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sign a licensing deal
for nursery bags and
folding beds.

Up to 34% of our
global sales are from
departmental stores,
16% from nursery
or specialty stores,
and 30% through
independent retailers.
and soft toys. Soon we are
going to sign a license for
footwear with one of the
biggest French shoemaking
company, hoemaker, and
the collection would be out
by next year. Later, we will

What are your plans
for India?
We would like to start
with apparel in India to
enter the retail business.
After that we will focus
on other categories
such as shoes, eyewear,
cosmetics, etc. Other
than apparel, we are
going to do footwear in
India as per the class
and revenue and people
who can afford the
brand. It is to find the
right retail strategy. So
we will freeze a chain
of stores for babies and
kids and then focus
on some departmental
stores where we could
come enter via the shopin-shop format.

Licensee

Epic Brands

The Licensing

Lexicon

Started in 2015, Epic Brands has grown by
leaps and bounds in a short span of time and
major credit goes to the Marie Claire apparel
range that it has the licensing rights for. In
a candid conversation with Gargi Bhardwaj
of License India, Amiteshwar Grower,
the managing director of the company
elaborates about the benefits of brand
licensing while mentioning that licensing
has helped his company grow by 40%.

Could you tell us
something about Epic
Brands?
Epic Brands was set up
in 2015 and we launched
with our own private
label RARE online,
where we saw great
USP in tying up with
international designers
who wanted to launch
their collections in India.
At the same time we
signed up with Marie
Claire for launching their
fashion label in India.
This was in June 2016
and was exclusive to
online retailing.
What is the need of
business that can be
addressed through
brand licensing?

Licensing gives
an opportunity
to collaborate
easily with a
brand and get a
faster foothold
than setting up a
newer brand.
Licensing helps in
getting an international
property that is known
globally. Through
licensing the benefit for
the brand is that it can
easily penetrate into
newer markets and for
a company like us, it
gives an opportunity to
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collaborate easily with a
brand and then leverage
from the brand equity
and get a faster foothold
than setting up a newer
brand. The whole idea
is that if a brand is
recognised globally and if
you launch a category in
that segment, the growth
is much faster and the
average selling price is
slightly higher than other
private brands.

How did you manage
to tweak the style
guide of Marie Claire
according to Indian
sensibilities?
We were already working
with a couple of global
designers for RARE.
So we had built-in
design capabilities to
understand and work up
to the repute of Marie
Claire. That’s why it was
not that big a task for
us to create the whole
product line according to

Indian synergies.

What are
your future plans?
For Marie Claire from
the 2018 perspective,
the agenda is to set up
an e-commerce store for
Marie Claire in India as
well as setting up EBOs
in India. We are already
in talks with quite a few
large format stores to
place the Marie Claire
products. In addition,
Epic Brands is also in
touch with a couple of
more brands, mainly
global, to expand across
categories through
licensing. Plus, we are
also launching another
private label called RARE
ROOTS that is going
to be in the ethnic and
fusion line, because that
is one segment that is
growing by leaps and
bounds in India. We
will be launching it in a
month’s time.

get the power of brand

CONTACT US

There will be good
influence of chefs,
food experts and even
farmers today in the
food business.
Jaspal Singh Sabharwal,
Co-Founder-Tag Taste Foods
Pvt. Ltd. & Senior AdvisorEverstone Group

Bars will
never be a destination. I am a very
firm believer that
it is a misconcept.
Rocky Mohan, Founder,
Gourmet Passport

We are
looking at tapping
the millennial and
are trying to market
to them.
Ashish Saxena, CEO,
TexMex Cuisine Pvt Ltd

AS THEY
SAID IT
The largest Annual
Congress on Restaurant
returned on August 2829, 2017 at JW Marriott
Hotel, Aerocity, New
Delhi in its 7th edition.
Here are the glimpse
of some of the inspiring
keynotes, panel sessions
and Gala Awards...

Value for
money, consistency
and the concept
together contribute in
making a restaurant.
Akmal Anuar, Co- Founder &
Chef, 3 Fils
Restaurant Dubai

Without good
food no good caterer
can exist but lots of
affect in terms of sizing
and execution capability
is important.
Sanjay Vazirani, CEO & MD,

FoodLink Services Pvt. Ltd
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We are trying to
make India a coffee
drinking nation.
Srivatsa Krishna,
Secretary & CEO, Coffee
Board of India

Always try to
create an unexpected experience
as customers today
like something that
is off the cart.
Varun Kapur, ED,
K Hospitality Corp

In global market
turmeric has become
essential. There is lots of
innovation with turmericturmeric latte has gained
a global foot hold.
Romy Gill, Celebrity Chef &
Restaurateur

Today
we look at our
food as a window
to our culture.

Modern Indian food
is the biggest buzz, phenomenon that entire country is
talking about. More and more
restaurants are opening in modern Indian food genre than any
other genre clubbed together.

Ranveer Brar, Celebrity
Chef & Restaurateur

Zorawar Kalra, Founder & MD,
Massive Restaurants Pvt Ltd

Visiting a
restaurant these
days is an hour or two
vacation and not just
having food.
Ashish Kapur, Founder &
Director, Moods Hospitality
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EVENT

Amin Ali, Special Correspondent- TOI; Kabir Suri, Co-Founder- Director of Azure Hospitality; Varun
Kapur, ED- K Hospitality Corp; Ashish Kapur, Co-Founder and MD- Moods Hospitality; Chef Akmal
Anuar, Chef & Co-Founder- 3 Fils Restaurant and Varun Tuli, Founder- Yum Yum Cha

FROM FINE DINING
TO FUN DINING

A

t a time when it is the customer who
dictates the food trend, restaurants have
to provide not just the food but also the
right ambience that incorporates the ‘fun
and enjoyment’ factor. “For a guest, fun dining is
essentially a 60-120 minute vacation. It’s like
a mini-holiday. I think the whole bucket or
package must now constitute value, fun and
Ritu Marya, Editor-in-Chief- Franchise India
experience,” opines Ashish Kapur, co-founder
Group; Zorawar Kalra, Founder & MD- Massive
and MD of Moods Hospitality, which offers some
Restaurants and Srivatsa Krishna, CEO &
of the quirkiest concepts in the F&B industry
Secretary- Coffee Board of India
such as Whisky Samba, The Wine Company,
Antares and Yo! China, among others.
With customers getting much more choosy, serious
demographic. Places like airport lounges and
restaurateurs try not to replicate but rather stand out by
hospitals – were never considered as dining
guessing the aspiration value of the diners. Also, since
locations – are now offering the best in terms of
there is lot of competition available, the big challenge is
food and ambience. “We have changed the scenario.
to keep re-inventing the fun element. What is fun today
Earlier, there were about 1,000 customers a day.
may soon be out of fashion and that’s how the cycle goes.
Now we have more than 5,000,” shares Varun Kapur,
“Nine years ago when we conceptualised Mamagoto
ED, K Hospitality Corp, which runs airport lounges.
we found that there was no Asian cafe in the market
Adds Varun Tuli, founder of Yum Yum Cha:
and what was available was only pizza and pasta. It
“We approached the idea of Yum Yum Cha a little
was either at a hotel or at a restaurant with lanterns
differently. The idea was to offer a place where you
for the ambience effect. Therefore, we felt there was an
can come in shorts and you don’t really have to be so
opportunity in the market for a place which is casual,
formal just because you are dining out.”
affordable and accessible and that is how we created both
Akmal Anuar, who runs the 3 Fils brand of
the food and the environment with the value-addition of
restaurants in Dubai, adds, “People label fine
fun,” says Kabir Suri, co-founder and director of Azure
dining as a big hole in the pocket after you leave
Hospitality.
the restaurant. Dubai is a very tough market and is
constantly changing. People do not understand what
they want and Instagram is so powerful these days
THE WINNING DINING STRATEGY
that it influences people. So, you keep reinventing,
These days restaurants work on a winning ‘dining
moving and innovating.”
experience’ strategy that attracts the millennial
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Vivek Bhatt, Executive Chef- JW Marriott Aerocity; Amrita Raichand, Celebrity Chef; Romy Gill, Celebrity Chef
& Restaurateur; Alex Moser, Executive Chef- Andaz and Gautam Chaudhry, Director- Demiurgic Hospitality

NOT JUST TASTE, NUTRITION TOO!

S

uper food is a term that has
come into vogue in the global
scenario of dining, even if
not to that extent in India.
However, chefs here are working
hard to introduce super foods into
menus and kitchens. What are super
foods though? They are foods that
originate from the farms, packed
with the right amount of nutrients.
It’s all a part of the present trend
of healthy eating. “Flex seeds,
for instance, used to be the least
popular super food a few years ago

but today it is the most in demand
item because the focus is on wellbeing,” says Vivek Bhatt, Executive
Chef, JW Marriott Aerocity.
Providing another such example,
Romy Gill, celebrity chef and
restaurateur, says, “In the global
market turmeric has an essential
ingredient and there are innovative
food items with turmeric in them.”
Incidentally, Indian spices are known
to have several healing properties.
But despite all the benefits that
Indian spices offer, the attraction for

MAKING THE RIGHT CONNECTION

Rajat Wahi, Partner & Head Consumer
Business – Deloitte; Ashish Saxena, CEOTexMex Cuisine; Sagar Daryani, CEO & CoFounder- Wow! Momo; Unnat Varma, MD- Pizza
Hut India Subcontinent; Sahil Jain, Co-FounderDineout; Varun Chaudhary, ED- CG Corp Global
and Sam Chopra, Chairman, CybizCorp

I

t is very easy to open a restaurant
but running is another ball game
altogether. According to a study,
90% of the restaurants fail in
their first year of operation and 96%

global ingredients is on the rise.
“We import quinoa from Peru but
amaranth, which is locally available
and has the same properties, is
ignored,” points out Alex Moser,
Executive Chef, Andaz, who has tied
up with local farmers to get fresh and
organically grown ingredients for his
restaurants. “Now, it is considered
important to create a healthy balance
between taste and nutrition and
for that we need to go back to our
roots,” says Gautam Chaudhry,
Director, Demiurgic Hospitality.

down their shutters in the second
year. So, to change the equation,
restaurants have to keep innovating
to ensure both stability and growth.
“We are looking at tapping
the millennial generation and
therefore the digital media acquires
importance. For us, the marketing
is very local and we don’t spend
big on print and radio campaigns,”
says Ashish Saxena, CEO, TexMex
Cuisines, which runs Chili’s in South
and West India.
“The biggest transformation that
has happened in our country is
digitization. Having access through
digital platforms for various services
has certainly made brands available
to all. I think the day and age of
physical printed coupons are over,”
points out Unnat Varma, MD, Pizza
Hut India. Finally, it’s all about using
the right game-changing tools.
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INDIAN RESTAURANT
AWARDS 2017

Three Dots & a Dash

Chef Ranveer Brar

Mr. Priyank Sukhija,
Owner, Lazeez Affaire
Group

Chai Galli; Mr. Surendranath
Kapoor; MD HNS Hotels pvt. ltd.
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Mr. Ketan Agarwal,
Co- founder, Fat
Pigeon

Andaz Delhi

Foodlink Banquets &
Catering India Private
Limited

Prankster; Mr. Inderjeet Singh Banga
Owner Biggie Hospitality Pvt Ltd

Mr. Ayush Gupta & Ms. Arushi Gupta,
Directors - Elysium Entertainment Pvt Ltd

Mr. Siddharth Mathur,
Founder & Director,
Secret Ingredient

Mr. Swadeep Popli,
Founder & CEO, The
Chatter House

Bom-Bay Bar

Best National Standalone
Restaurant of the Year :
United Coffee House
Best National Restaurant
Chain of the Year :
Barbeque Nation
Hospitality Limited
Best Restaurant Chain of
the Year (Regional) : Wangs
Kitchen
Best Regional Debutant
Restaurant of the Year North : JOM JOM MALAY
Best Regional Debutant
Restaurant of the Year South : ECHOES
Best Regional Debutant
Restaurant of the Year - East
: Reflexion - The Majestic
Suites
Best Indian Cuisine
Restaurant Chain of the
Year (Regional) : Nazeer’s
Delicacies Private Limited
Best Indian Cuisine
Restaurant of the Year South : Maplai Restaurant
Best Regional Indian Cuisine
Standalone Restaurant of
the Year - North : Kopper
Kadai
Best Chinese Cuisine
Restaurant of the Year
(Regional) : Chowman
Hospitality Private Limited
Best Italian Cuisine
Restaurant of the Year
(Regional) : The Pasta Bowl
Company
Best Mediterranean
Restaurant of the Year
(Regional) : Zerruco
Best Thai Restaurant of the
Year (Regional) : ZIU
Best Japanese Restaurant
of the Year (Regional) :
KOFUKU
Best Regional Pan-Asian
Restaurant of the Year North : BOA Village

Best Emerging QSR Chain of
the Year : Burger Singh
Best Highway Restaurant of
the Year : RJ 14
Best Vegetarian Restaurant
of the Year - North :
Kathputli

Best Regional Restro-Bar
of the Year - South : Three
Dots & a Dash
Gastro-Pub with Outstanding
Ambience and Interiors
Award : Glocal Junction,
Worli

Best Dim-Sum Restaurant
Chain of the Year : Wow
Momo Foods Private
Limited

Best Theme based GastroPub of the Year : The Darzi
Bar and Kitchen, A Unit
of Radioactive Hospitality
LLP

Best American/ American
Style diner in India :
Broaster Chicken

Best Regional Microbrewery
of the Year - North :
Prankster

Best Healthy and Diet Food
Restaurant of the Year : AJA
Fresh, Grilled & Healthy

Best Menu R&D and
Innovative Culinarians
Award : Blue Sea Banquets
and Outdoor Catering

Best Customer Service by a
Restaurant : Indian Accent
Best Emerging International
Cuisine : Baris
Best Food Truck of the Year :
Bombay Food Truck
Restaurant with Outstanding
Ambience and Interiors
Award : FIO Cookhouse
& Bar
Best Multi Cuisine
Restaurant of the Year :
AnnaMaya
Best National Bakery and
Confectionary Chain of the
Year : L’Opera - French
Bakery Private Limited
Best Regional Bakery
and Confectionary Chain
of the Year - West : M/s.
MONGINIS FOODS Private
Limited
Best Regional Bakery and
Confectionary Chain of the
Year - South : JUST BAKE
Best Bakery and
Confectionary Standalone
of the Year (Regional) :
ZamZam BunCafé
Best Regional Café of the
Year - South : Chai Galli

Best Regional Food Court of
the Year - North : PALATE
OF DELHI - POD
Best Regional Food Court
of the Year - East : QUEST
MALL
Best Creative Concept
Award of the Year :
Dialogue in the Dark
Business Growth Award
: Chili’s American Grill
& Bar
Best Caterer of the Year
: Foodlink Banquets &
Catering India Private
Limited
Most Efficient Food Delivery
Services of the Year :
Swiggy
Best Multi Cuisine
Restaurant of the Year
(Regional) : 1 Above
Restaurant Technology
Award : Biryani Blues
Best Food App of the Year :
Starbucks
Best Pastry Chef of the Year
: Chef Gordon Galea; Pastry
Chef; Andaz Delhi
Best Regional Fine Dine
Standalone Restaurant of
the Year - North : Guppy

Best Regional Pan-Asian
Restaurant of the Year West : China Bistro

Café with Outstanding
Ambience and Interiors
Award : Hungry Hippie

Best Regional Fine Dine
Hotel Restaurant - South :
Ente Keralam

Best Regional Gastro-Pub
of the Year - North : The
Chatter House

Best Regional Microbrewery
of the Year - South :
DISTRICT 6 - PUB
BREWERY & KITCHEN

Best Regional Standalone
Restaurant of the Year
(Small Town) - East :
Novelty Restaurant

Best Regional Gastro-Pub
of the Year - East : AFRA
TAFRI

Best Regional Dim Sum
Restaurant of the Year North : Marky Momos

Best Regional Gastro-Pub of
the Year - South : Social

Best Regional Debutant
Gastro - Pub of the Year North : SHOWSTOPPER

Best Regional Standalone
Restaurant of the Year
(Small Town) - South : The
Costa Gril - Multicuisine
Restaurant
Best National QSR Chain of
the Year : Burger King India
Private Limited

Best Regional RestroBar of the Year - North :
Imperfecto
Best Regional Restro-Bar of
the Year - West : Papaya,
Mumbai

Best National Restro-Bar of
the Year : Hard Rock Café
Best Regional Debutant
Restaurant of the Year West : ARTH
Most Innovative Tea Café
of the Year : The Kettlery CPK Food and Beverages
Pvt Ltd
Restro-Bar with
Outstanding Ambience and
Interiors Award : High Ultra
Lounge
Gastro-Pub with Best Live
Events : BlueFROG Pune
Best Fast Casual Dining
Restaurant of the Year :
Va Pho
Upcoming Restro-Bar of the
Year : Bom-BaY Bar
Best Regional Café of the
Year - North : Café Turtle
Best Regional Fine Dine
Hotel Restaurant - East :
Peshawri - ITC Sonar
Best Customer Service
By a Café : Cafe’E - DLF
Emporio
Best Regional QSR Chain of
the Year - East : THE TEA
JUNCTION
Best Regional Café of the
Year - West : The Bombay
Canteen
Best Restro-Bar Chain of the
Year - North : My Bar
Best Regional QSR
Chain of the Year - North :
Nukkadwala - owned by
Vatika Group
Best Debutant Restaurant
Chain of the Year : Burma
Burma

Best Regional Debutant
Gastro Pub of the Year South : Fat Pigeon - Bar
Hop
Regional Restaurateur
of the Year - East : “Mr.
Ashish Mittal, MD - Golden
Tulip Salt Lake Kolkata;
Founder & MD - MAP 5
Hotels & Resorts
Emerging Restaurateur of
the Year : Mr. Swadeep
Popli, Founder & CEO
- The Chatter House; CoFounder - INDULGENCE
ROADSIDE AMENITIES
PVT LTD
Young Restaurateurs of the
Year : Mr. Ayush Gupta
& Ms. Arushi Gupta,
Directors - ELYSIUM
ENTERTAINMENT PVT
LTD; Best of Asia Village
Civil Lines, Gray Global
Kitchen and Bar GK-1
Best Indian Restaurant
Consultant/Business mentor
of the Year : Mr. Siddharth
Mathur, Founder &
Director-Secret Ingredient
Regional Restaurateur
of the Year - South : Mr.
Kayum Dhanani, Managing
Director, Barbeque Nation
Hospitality Limited
Regional Restaurateur of the
Year - North : Mr. Vikrant
Batra, Director - Café
Delhi Heights
Food Entrepreneur of
the Year : Mr. Varun
Chaudhary, Executive
Director - CG Corp Global
Best Theme Based
Restaurant Of the Year : The
Black Pearl
Best Chef of the Year : Chef
Ranveer Brar

Best Regional Fine Dine
Standalone Restaurant of
the Year - East : AFRAA
LOUNGE & RESTAURANT

Restaurant Icon of the Year
: Mr. Priyank Sukhija,
Owner, Lazeez Affaire
Group

Best Regional GastroPub of the Year - West :
Independence Brewing
Company

National Restaurateur of the
Year : Mr. Zorawar Kalra,
Founder & MD, Massive
Restaurants Private
Limited

OUR SPONSORS

Restro-Bar with Best Live
Events : FLYP@MTV
Best Juice/Shake Parlour of
the Year : Frozen Bottle
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Event

India Licensing
Expo 2017

THE

PICTURE

The brand licensing industry, although in its nascent stage in India now,
is on agrowth trajectory in the foreseeable future, given the rising brand
conscious-ness and higher penetration of modern retail & e-commerce,
voiced the industry experts in the India Licensing Expo 2017
By Gargi Bhardwaj

T

he B2B ILE
2017 witnessed
participation
of close to 150
brands, portraying
numerous business
opportunities and the
industry stalwarts
joining under one roof
to strategize the next
course of action for
the L&M industry.
Supported by the
International Licensing
Industry Merchandisers’
Association, the show

boasted a two-day
exposition, awards night,
and knowledge forum,
including conference and
licensing master-class.

OPPORTUNITY IN INDIA
From the time with one
store in Andheri, Mumbai –
Shoppers Stop was touted
to be the ‘Mecca’ of retail
to now when 70 global
brands forayed into India
in 2016, the Indian L&M
industry has travelled a
long way.

“The owners of
intellectual properties
(IPs), including major
cartoon, entertainment,
and corporate brands are
keen to enter the Indian
market. Everybody wants
to tap the 1.3-billion
customerbase that the
country has, especially
when awareness of brands
among consumers in 900
cities is high,” asserted
License India Chairman
Gaurav Marya during the
event.

1
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“According to the latest
Global Licensing Industry
Survey, 2017, India
currently ranks 20 with
$1,396 million retail sale
of licensed merchandise in
2016. The country’s rank
in the global scenario is
expected to improve as it
has huge opportunity and
there is a global optimism
for India,” said Maura
Regan, Executive VicePresident of LIMA.
According to LIMA’s
Global Licensing Industry
Survey, 2017, the market
size is $262.9 billion with
a 4.4 per cent growth over
the previous year.
John Erlandson, EVP
Business Development
& Co-Chief Business
Officer, Authentic Brands
Group, that boasts of a
vast portfolio of brands
including Elvis Presley,
Muhammad Ali, Marilyn
Monroe, Michael Jackson
(managed brand), Juicy
Couture, Judith Leiber
and so on, said: “India has
a huge English-speaking
population and they can
go online and explain the
brand story globally, while
many of the Chinese don’t
have that skill-set. Thus

2

3
marketing of the brands
can be done much more
rapidly.”
“The industry is still
restricted to metro and
major cities and a lot of
growth opportunity is
there. I foresee at least 15
per cent growth over the
next five years as with the
popularity of e-commerce,
the tier II and III cities
would come on the
licensing industry map,”
added Saugato Bhowmik,
Business Head - Integrated
Network Solutions &
Consumer Products
Viacom18 Media.

THE GROWTH ENABLER
The knowledge forums
also voiced about the
implementation of Goods
and Services Tax. As per the
experts, GST will enable the
brand licensing industry to
grow in India and will also
allow the retail industry to
start respecting intellectual
property rights. Marya said:
“About 460 foreign brands
confirmed their entry
in the consumer space

7
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either through licensing or
franchise model.”

HOME-GROWN
IPS GALORE
The two-day Licensing
Expo offered an
opportunity to unlock lot
of domestic intellectual
properties or brands for
the international markets.
Right from renowned chef
Sanjeev Kapoor to Being
Human and Chhota Bheem
to HRX, the home-grown
IPs are making it to the
L&M landscape. In the
words of Jiggy George,
Founder & CEO of Dream
Theatre and Head of
LIMA India, “There are

5

brands initiating from
grassroot level. All
building traction from
brand’s perspective as
a result of which the
extension has become
much easier.”
Further, taking
ahead the legacy
of ‘Common Man’
by R K Laxman,
his granddaughter
Rimanika Laxman
created “Common
Woman”, which was
launched at the Expo
by Bollywood actress
Taapsee Pannu.

6

1. John Erlandson, Authentic Brands Group;
Jiggy George, Dream Theatre and LIMA India;
Pete Canalichio, Licensing Brands, Inc.;
Maura Regan, LIMA; Dan Frugtniet, Nickelodeon
Viacom Consumer Products; Jason Sutton,
Polaroid; Gaurav Marya, License India
2. Harman Baweja, Baweja movies; Bhavik Vora,
Black White Orange Brands Pvt. Ltd; Shivram
Saran, JCB; Ritu Marya, Entreprenuer India &
Franchise India; Siddharth Chury, NBA India;
Juan de Lascurain, Dream Big
3. L to R:Jiggy George, Dream Theatre and LIMA
India; John Erlandson, Authentic Brands Group;
Dan Frugtniet, Nickelodeon Viacom Consumer
Products; Sandeep Dahiya, BCCL;
Maura Regan, LIMA
4. Pete Canalichio, Managing Partner, Licensing
Brands, Inc.;
5. Jiggy George, Founder and CEO, Dream
Theatre and head of LIMA India; Archana
Keskar, Senior Director - Consumer Products,
Licensing & Retail - India, WWE
6. Yannick Colaco, MD, NBA with Joy
Bhattacharjta, Project Director, FIFA U-17
World cup
7. Pete Canalichio, Managing Partner, Licensing
Brands, Inc.; Chris Evans, Managing Director,
Oxford Ltd in centre with Sportseed Pro team
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Awards

India Licensing Expo 2017

2

1

INDIA LICENSING
AWARDS 2017
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3

4

5

6

7

8

LICENSOR OF THE YEAR
Categories
Entertainment
Bollywood
Celebrity
Sports

Winners
Green Gold Animation
Arka Media Works
HRX by Hrithik Roshan
NBA

Corporate

Crocs

Character

Angry Birds

Music

9

Universal Music Group
LICENSEE OF THE YEAR

Apparel
Electronics
(Special Recognition)
Fashion Accessories
Toys & Games
Back To School
Gifts & Novelties (Special
Recognition)
Home Décor (Special
Recognition)
FMCG

Mandhana Retail Ventures Ltd.
Super Plastronics Pvt. Ltd.
Bonjour, Mustang Socks
Toy Zone
Yellow Sparks International
Gold Squad

10

Athom Trendz
Monginis

Publishing

Parragon Publishing India Pvt. Ltd

New Media

99Games Online Pvt. Ltd.

Retail Innovation

Max Fashion, Wave Line Sports
IP FIRM OF THE YEAR

IP Firm
(Special Recognition)

Anand and Anand
AGENT OF THE YEAR

Agency

Black White Orange Brands
Pvt. Ltd.

1. Green Gold animation
2. HRX
3. Universal Music Group
4. NBA
5. Anand and Anand
6. Yellow Sparks International
7. Crocs
8. Parragon Publishing India
Pvt. Ltd
9. 99Games Online Pvt. Ltd.
10. Manish Mandhana, CEO,
Mandhana Retail Ventures Ltd.
11. Anurag Sachdeva, Director
(India & South East Asia), Rovio

HONORARY AWARDS
Licensor Special

Agents Special
Theme Park
Licensee Special

OUR SPONSORS

In Association With

Disney India, Cartoon Network Enterprise,
Viacom 18 Media Pvt. Ltd., Yash Raj Films,
Kewal Kiran Clothing Ltd., SK Brands Pvt. Ltd.
Dream Theatre, AI Licensing India Pvt. Ltd.

11

In Association
With
In Association
With
In Association With

Awards Process Advisors

Supported By

Supported By

Adlabs Imagica
HM International, My Baby Excel, Reliance
Retail, Shoppers Stop
Supported By
In Association With

Supported By
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Start-up

Educational toys

LEARNING
TO PLAY

It is certainly runaway success for
startups making educational toys,
reports Shwetha Satyanarayan
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R

`13 cr
Flintobox, which clocked Rs 13
crore in revenue this year, ships
40,000 boxes a month to kids in the
2-12 age group.

eplacing a Barbie or
a fidget spinner with
a board game is no
child’s play and the
entrepreneurs in educational toys’
industry have long ago learnt this magic rule.
Innovation is the key to flourish, and innovative
startups manufacturing theme-based toys are now
making the most of this untapped market. “It all
started in 2013 when my friend and co-founder,
Arunprasad Durairaj, realised that there was
no specific solution to keep his child away from
playing on a mobile or a tablet. Toying with the
idea of introducing an innovative and engaging
game for kids, we consulted child psychologists,
received feedback from parents, and introduced
child-specific toys,” informs Shreenidhi S P, cofounder of Chennai startup Flintobox.

PLAYING IS LEARNING

Founded by friends Vijaybabu
Gandhi, Arunprasad Durairaj and
Shreenidhi S P, Flintobox sells
toys conceptualized by educators, prototyped by
designers, and manufactured by top-of-the-line
printers. The products change every month with
different themes. “The toys, which are shipped to
customers on subscription basis, have something
to create and explore, while engaging them in
a theme-based activity,” says Shreenidhi. The
company, which raised seed funding of USD
3,00,000, has registered a revenue of Rs 13 crore
this year. It ships 40,000 boxes a month.
Riding high on the success of Flintobox, the
entrepreneurs have introduced Flintoclass, a
product which will help pre-schools deliver high
quality programme for kids. The Flintoclass
portfolio includes research-based early learning
curriculum, online teacher training, parent
communication app and class display posters.
“There is a need to make parents more aware
about the negative effects of gadgets on children
and also a pressing need to make them aware of
such products’ existence. We are not competing
with the toy industry but are providing games
to skillfully engage kids at home. For instance,
‘sportsmania’ is the current month theme and
it changes next month,” he says. Flintobox is
available on 3, 6 and 12 months’ subscription basis.
“At present we are available on online channels
but soon will be retailing through Landmark and
similar stores,” Shreenidhi reveals.

SAME IDEA, DIFFERENT STYLE
On noticing that his eight-year-old daughter was
easily getting bored no matter how expensive the
toy, Rajesh Nimkar realised there was a need for
creative toys that would teach practical skills and
help kids learn while playing. In order to promote
different thinking, his company, Playology, aims
at nurturing children between 3 and 15 years.
“The concept of educational toys is new in India.
Our art and craft toys for toddlers introduce them
to colour, shapes and sizes in an innovative way.
Following the positive feedback to our toys, we
are introducing ‘Playology Village’, which is an
alternative class and will give hands-on-experience
to children on how to use different toys,” he says.
Magic Crate, another startup in this space,
focuses on creating theme-based activity kits that
are approved by early childhood experts. The
company is angel-funded by Srikanth Iyer,
ex-CEO of Pearson Education. Registered users
can choose a single-box plan or a two-box plan that
starts at Rs 1,099 per box for kids between 1.5 and
3 years. Monthly subscriptions are available for 3,
6 and 12 months.
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In-conversation

Finvasia

“Our objective is to replace
middlemen with technology”
In conversation with Sarvjeet Singh Virk, co-founder and MD and Tajinder Singh,
Co-Founder & CEO, Finvasia, Zarafshan Shiraz uncovers how Finvasia acts as a
one-stop shop for various funds and services.

How was the idea
behind Finvasia
incepted in Canada
and when was it
brought to India?
Finvasia was established
in 2009 in Canada and
initially focused on global
institutional investors,
hedge funds and fund
of funds. We provided
investment advisory
and execution services
in over 14 countries
and were looking to
diversify in other global
markets, including
India. In 2011, we
moved to Indiabelieving
that theIndian
financial markets
would experience an
unprecedented growth,
similar to what we
experienced in the US
after 1990s.
What was the mantra
behind the firm having
a successful diversified
business model?
To have a successful
diversified business,
a firm should create
complementing
ecosystems wherein
there is cross-selling of
products and services.
Additionally, it should
position itself such that
every product and service
in its ecosystem is selfsustainable to an extent
that any adverse change
in one particular product

L-R Tajinder
Singh and
Sarvjeet Singh
Virk

does not affect the health
of other products.

With your business
already sprawled
across the globe,
what are your further
expansion plans?
We plan to double the
participation of the Indian
retail segment while
integrating various key
asset classesranging
from capital markets
and beyond.We shall be
promoting zero brokerage
and zero clearing services
for FPIs and institutional
investors. Our future
plans include becoming
an NBFC and venturing
into the lending space.
Finvasia isalso looking
to expand its commissionfree financial ecosystem
across borders in days
to come.
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To have a successful diversified business, a
firm should create complementing ecosystems
wherein there can be cross-selling of products
and services.”
Our goal is to create
a complete ecosystem
for financial services
industries where we
intend to disintermediate
middle men from the
entire eco system.

Which are your
upcoming fintech
products or solutions?
Our objective is to create
a complete commission
free financial ecosystem
in India.Currently, we
are working on products
that focus on saving
and investing. Moving
forward, we will roll out
products that focus on
lending and spending
using Fin-technology.

Finvasia launched
artificial intelligence
based SMART and
is in the process of
introducing Robo
Advisory to its clients
that will allow them
to simulate, rebalance
and diversify their
portfolios. Furthermore,
our in-house chartingbased advanced web &
Mobile based trading
platform, ScalperT, is set
to evolve into a single
login platform for all
assets classes ranging
from Stocks, Futures
& Options, Currencies,
Commodities, Mutual
Funds, SIP, IPO, Bonds
and more.

Store design

Samsung

TAKING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
TO THE NEXT LEVEL

S

amsung India
has launched
its swanky
new Executive
Briefing Centre, a firstof-its-kind experience
centre in India that
will be a one-stop
destination for all of
Samsung’s top-ofthe-line products and

services as well as
enterprise offerings
available in the country.
The 9,000 sq ft
centre at the Samsung
India headquarters in
Gurgaon showcases
Samsung’s cutting edge
technology and solutions
for segments such as
retail, transportation,
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manufacturing, air
conditioning, education,
smart homes, gaming
and virtual reality,
government and also
banking, financial
services and insurance
sectors.
“We are experiencing
robust growth in India.
But numbers are not

as important. More
important thing is that
we are the most trusted
brand in India, loved by
Indians,” said Mr. HC
Hong, President & CEO,
Samsung Southwest Asia.
At the Executive
Briefing Centre,
enterprises can witness
how innovative devices
including product and
mirror displays for
retail zones, complete

THE CENTRE
SHOWCASES
SAMSUNG’S CUTTING
EDGE TECHNOLOGY
AND SOLUTIONS FOR
VARIOUS SEGMENTS

restaurant management
systems with NFC tag
readers and queue
management systems for
quick service restaurants
among many others can
empower them to be
more productive.
Samsung believes
in making its devices
work together to
solve problems for its
consumers and to make
them more efficient
in the work they do.

The Executive Briefing
Centre is a testimony to
Samsung’s philosophy as
various products come
together to give a holistic
experience to consumers.
For government
agencies, the EBC
showcases solutions
to address concerns
ranging from security
to productivity in fields
as diverse as healthcare
and education through
offerings such as the
Galaxy Tab IRIS.
There are solutions
for travel and transport,

including airport
self check-in and
entertainment options
for airlines, digital
catalogues, Virtual
Reality solutions for
different businesses and
Samsung’s commercial
air-conditioning
offerings.
The smart home and
smart kitchen setup
offers a glimpse of
connected homes with
products such the QLED
and the Frame TV, the
360 degree sound bar,
robotic vacuum cleaner

and high-end refrigerator
and washing machine.
The gaming zone
showcases ultra-cool
looking curved monitors
alongside the 4D chair
and VR headsets.
The Executive
Briefing Centre is a
fully-functional venue
showcasing integrated
Samsung solutions in
a diverse and dynamic
ecosystem. It is ideal for
educating and engaging
with customers, partners
and media on Samsung’s
B2B offerings.
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In-conversation

We Source

Creating
new
mantras of
sourcing
and selling
With startups entering into
the retail/e-commerce space
like never before, the fight
to make it stand apart from
the rest is heightening. In a
conversation with Abhishek
Ranjan, founder of We Source,
Zarafshan Shiraz finds out what
new elements does he plan to
bring into retailing.

How and when was the idea
behind We Source incepted?
I have loved retail from the very
beginning. I am a hardcore retail
guy and even had my education
in Retail Management. While
working for three companies in
seven years, I got fair experience
of all channels of retail from a
vendor’s perspective and then as a
buyer or category head, managing
categories and their profits and
losses. Therefore, sourcing is
something I call my passion. While
attending various trade fairs and
studying about Costco and its
business model, I got this business
idea, as a result of which we
started We Source in July 2016,
and I registered a brand in the
name of ‘Not Available’.
What originality have you
brought to the trading and
sourcing industry?
Our idea is based on the principles

of how Costco works and we want
to bring the best utility-driven
products in the market at the best
possible prices. I still consider
myself a buyer and since a buyer
is version 2.0 of a consumer, we
need to think from a consumer’s
perspective first. I use all my
learning and skill-sets in creating
a value model. We just don’t want
to sell products; rather we want
to build relations, make stories,
and create magic with our product
offerings. This will suffice the
motto of our brand ‘Not Available’,
which means that the products
and the prices at which they are
available will not be available
elsewhere.

On what criteria do you select
the products for your B2B?
Basically we deal in more of home
and kitchen products and a few
other items wine bottle umbrella,
laptop bag, etc., which are needbased and add a sense of styling in
the line. The criteria for products to
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qualify for B2B are that they should
have mass appeal and be customercentric, something which you see
and a sense of need develops or
something from your need that you
see and a ‘wow’ factors sets in.
Matching the expectations in terms
of price is a big gap to fill.

Who is your target audience?
The target market is the middle
class and the upper middle class,
but we will be looking forward
to penetrate the lower middle
class as that is a huge potential
market. Also, tier II and III cities
are on my mind because I want to
bring them on the same level of
product selection like a tier 1 city’s
customer.
How do you intend to power
your growth?
We are planning to venture
into general trade and appoint
distributors in UP and Bihar to
begin with and also open stores as
an extension of our plans.
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